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3?J\RP-TAILED GROUSE NESTING AND BROODirrG SABITAT 
IM SOUTH�.JESTERN NORTH DAKOTA 
Abstract· 
STANLEY C. KOHN 
The habitat of nesting and brooding sharp-tailed grouse 
(Pedioecetes ohasianellus) was studied 1 April to 25 August 1973 and 
F�7'�. The objective of the study was to determine the quality and 
cuantity of vegetation at nest and brood locations of sharp-tailed 
:rouse in relation to available vecretation within pastures. Five 
range :=:i tes, lowland draw, rolling gra:rnland, upland grassland, 
rocky outcropping, and claypan were studied. 
Thirty-four females were trapped on dancing grounds and equipped 
with radio transmitters. Seventeen nests were located by monitoring 
the movements of transwitter-equipped hens and 26 nests were located 
through use of a cable-chain drag. Height of vegetation was measured 
at nest sites, at sites where broods were located, and in pastures and 
range sites with the visual obstruction pole. Species composition, 
relative frequency, and relative density of vegetation were �ea.sured 
at nest and brood locations using the inclined-l�oint quadrat-nethod. 
Ree:rowth, tame, and native ·,egetation types were utilized :r.:ost 
f'!"equently by nenting and brooding r.harptail hens. l·:ost nests and 
broods were found in the rolling grassland range-site. !'ost nesting 
sharµt:'li l:; were obnerved in pastures under a deferred-rotation 
a?!'17.in·· sya.te�. Aver11ge visual obntruction readins (VCR) was s:reater 
than �·.1") at l�O of 43 sharntail nests !ind at least .).0 for over 
75 percent of the brood locations. Vegetation height declined as 
distance from the nest and brood sites increased to 7 m. Height of 
vegetation at nest sites was significantly different (P(0.01) at 
varying distances and directions from the site. Vegetation height at 
nest and brood locations was correlate<;l to the overall-average 
vegetation height in rolling grassland range site within pastures 
during 1973 and 1974. 
Native grasses occurred most frequently at nesting and brooding 
areas. Woody plant species were more frequently utilized b-3 broods 
than nesting hens. Wolfberry (Symphoricarpos occidentalis) was the 
only woody species found at nest sites. 
Use of cover by sharptail broods depended upon time of day, 
habitat available, cli�.atic factors, and amount of disturbance. Hens 
with broods were found in short-growing vegetation immediately after 
sunrise and in taller vegetation later in the morning. Relative 
frequency and density of plant species at nest sites changed at various 
distances from the sites in 1974. 
Hens nesting in a particular habitat type_were usu�lly surrounded 
by additional vegetation of the same type. Percentages of the various 
habitats within 0.4 km of the nest site indicated hens were nest:.Lng in 
areas where one habitat type contained over 50 percent of the area. 
A significant difference (P(O�Ol) in vegetation height was 
found between pastures and between range sites within pastures in 
197) and 1974. Most pastures sampled in 1974 had taller vegetation 
than 197J after the vegetative growing period. !·!ost pa::.tures had 
taller iregetation in the fall of t�e year than in the spring. 
Grasslands on the Gorham area could be Ptanaged for grazing 
and sharptail habitat by measuring and evaluating cover in range sites 
as well as in pastures. A management program that increased the 
average height of vegetation in pa�tures (lllinir.ru.m VOR of 1.5 within 
�::a.stures) in the spring would provide taller vegetation for nesting 
�ens and good brooding areas in the suw.rner. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Sharp-tailed grouse (Pedioecetes phasianellus Linn.) oce11py a 
mlJllber of _habitats in North America (Evans 1968). These habitats 
include the climax sagebrush of the northern desert shrub area, 
-oce11pied by the Columbian sharp-tailed grouse (f. £• columbianus); 
the subclimax brush in the grasslands east of the Rocky Mountains and 
in the parklands of the Rockies, occupied by the plains sharptail 
(f. £• jamesi); the oak-savannah and logged or burned areas farther 
east inhabited by the prairie sharptail (f. £• compestris); and the 
openings of the boreal forest oc�lpied by the northern sharptail 
(f. £• phasianellus); and other boreal forest races (Aldrich 196J). 
The plains sharp-tailed grouse, of North Dakota have been 
virtually eliminated in the eastern part of the state (Johnson 1964). 
The sherptail population in the western part of the state declined 
in the early part of the century, because of the conversion of grass­
lands to e11ltivated crops and other human economic interests 
(Johnson 1964). The loss of habitat for the sharp-tailed grouse in 
that part of the state continues today both from conversion of grass­
lands to cropland, and from the utilization of the vegetation for 
grazing by domestic livestock. 
The North Dakota Game and Fish Department, the U. S. Forest 
Service, and the Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit at South Dakota 
State University initiated the present study. The objective was 
to determine the quality and quantity of vegetation at nest sites 
and brood locations of sharp-tailed grouse in relation to available 
vegetation within pastures. 
2 
STUDY AREA 
The Gorham Study Area, in northern Billings County, includes 
111 or parts of sections 7-9, 16-21, and 28-JJ, Township 143 North, 
fange 100 West. More than half of the 4,608 ha is under U. s. Forest 
)ervice control; grazed as a cow-calf operation. Many discrete 
,asture �stems are in use on both public and private lands within 
;he Gorham area (Appendix A). For a detailed description of climate, 
;eology, and soils refer to Bernhoft (1969) and Christenson (1970). 
Native vegetation occupies over 50 percent of the area (Table 1). 
'he planting of introduced pasture grasses was common 15-20 years ago. 
'.owever, native vegetation has invaded those tame-grass areas, This 
egrowth vegetation comprises over 440 ha of the study area. Another 
40 ha of native vegetation were plowed and planted to crested 
heatgrass (Agropy;ron cristatum). Crested wheatgrass, a cool season 
pecies, is a substitute for native vegetation for grazing in early 
pring and/or fall. 
¥.ost tame hay fields were plantings of a yellow sweetclover 
�elilotus officinalis) and smooth brome (Bromu.s inermis) mixture; 
�e remaining fields were sweetclover and some alfalfa (�edicago 
�). All of the tame hay was mowed and baled in late July. }�ost 
nall grain was wheat (Triticum aestivwn) and common barley (Hordeum 
1lgare ). 
:·/oody vegetation wa!'; confined to low wet areas, slopes of hills, 
·aw!>, creek bottoms, and farm plantings. Wolfberry (3ymphoricaroos 
:cidentali5), buffaloberry (Shepherdia argentea), juneberry 
Taole 1. Land use on 4,664 ha of the Gorham study area, 1973-74. 
Land use 
Native vegetation grazed 
Regro�rth vegetation grazed 
Crested wheatgrass grazed 
Tar1e hay baled.a 
3rria.ll grains (ag�cu.lture) 
�·Toody vegetation 
Tame grass baled 
Shelterbelts 
SUr.lrner fallow 
Idle areas 
New grass plantings 
Open water 
f·'arsh 
�umber 
of 
hectares 
2457. 
445. 
l}J6. 
1�29. 
361. 
350. 
9u. 
34. 
21. 
13. 
11. 
7. 
6. 
aStveetclover - smooth brome mixture. 
bEiccluding shelterbelts. 
Percentage 
of 
total 
53. 
10. 
9. 
9. 
8. 
8. 
2. 
tr 
tr 
tr 
tr 
tr 
tr 
4 
(Amelanchier alnifolia), choke cherry (Prunu:. virdniana), and 
prairie wild rose (� arkansana) provided the majority of the 
woody cover-on the upland hillsides and along most lowland draws and 
creeks. Deciduous trees occurred adjacent to draws and creeks. The 
shelterbelt plantings on the area were less than 2 hectares in size. 
Five range sites as classified by the U. S. Forest Service on the 
D.tster National Grasslands were identified on the area. The lowland 
draw range site included drainages, interntl. ttent streams, and brushy 
draws and incised drainages. The co!'lI!llnity mipported a postcliroax 
vegetation dorr.inated by woody species such as green ash (Fraxinus 
Dennsvl vani ca), prairie wild ro:o;e, wolf berry and buff ale berr,; often 
r.1.xed with a variety of forbs and a few grasses. 
Rolling grassland range site was the true prairie climax and 
occupied more than half of the Gorham area. This site is composed 
5 
of gently sloping uplands with clayey, sandy, and glacial soils. The 
upland community is dominated by western wheatgrass (Airropyron smithii), 
blue grama (Bouteloua gracilis), prairie junegrass (Koeleria cristata), 
needle-and-thread (Stipa comata), little bluestem (Andronogon scoparius), 
and buffalo grass (Buchloe dactyloides) plus numerous forbs and some 
brushy plants such as Shepherdia spp. and Symphoricarpos spp. 
Rocky outcropping range site was similar to the rolling grasslands 
sites but was usually rockier and occurred on steeper slopes. 
Ve;·etntion on this range· site wa.s r.indlar in botanical composition t� 
Nllinr: grassl:3.nd but generally lacked woody species. 
Urland gra:=;�land range site was drier than either the rolling 
p·:• !i !':land or rocky outcropping sites , and supported a preclima.ic 
regetation. Upland grassland included hilly and steep upland::; and 
�ops of hills. Little woody vegetation was found on the slopes and 
1one on hill tops. Vegetatio n  consisted of �hort-to mid-grasses with 
variety of forbs, especially Sela?.;inella spp. (Appendix B4). 
Claypan range sites had the least permeable soil type and were 
;mall and widely distributed. The soils had extremely· restrictive 
rater relations and supported preclima.x vegetation. Vegetation was 
:carce on the claypan; only a few sparse grasses existed (Appendix 35 ). 
6 
l•:ETHODS 
Trapping and Radio Equipment 
Thirty-six females were trapped on dandng grounds (Appendices 
C and D) in April using a Dill recoilless cannon-net assembly 
(Dill and Thornsberry 1950). Ea.ch hen was equipped with a radio 
transmitter to locate nests and broods. The radio-tracking equip­
ment used in this study was developed by I-=a.rshall (1960) and 
:rr.anufactured by Sidney L. l·�rkusen, Electronics Specialties, Esko, 
!·li.nnesota (Bernhoft 1969) and A V11 In::1trument Company, Champaign, 
Illinois (Trego 1973). The transmitter-equipped feMa.les were 
monitored from dancing grounds to nest sites (Appendix E). ?�on-nesting 
females were located daily. If the location remained stationary for 
more than 3 days, the hen was tracked and flushed. Transrnittered 
hens with broods were under observation from early morning to the 
time they reached the night roost (Appendix F). Ea.ch brood was 
followed for 3 weeks or until radio contact was lost. 
Vegetation Sampling F.quipment 
7 
Height of vegetation was measured by the visual obstruction 
technique (Robel et al. 1970) at nest sites, at sites where broods were 
located, and in pastures and range sites. Alternating 7.5 cm sections 
were painted light gray and white on a round pole 4 x 183 cm (Appendix 
.B6). The midpoint of each 7.5 cm section was marked with a narrow red 
stri!)e 111,1.ld.ng it possible for the observer to distinf;U.ish half-sections. 
The pole was placed in the ground and observed at a height of 1. 0 m 
and a distance of 4.0 m. A light plastic stick marked at 1.0 m, and 
a 4.0 m string, with opposite ends tied to the stick and pole, were 
used to standardize the observation heights. The lowest 7.5 cm 
section or half-section mark visible on the pole was recorded. 
Species composition, relative frequency, and relative density of 
vegetation were sampl�d with a square-foot frame and point frame 
(Levy and YAdden 1933, Tinney et al. 1937). The square-foot frame 
consisted of four 2.5 x 30.5 x 2.5 cm boards, braced at the corners 
with metal supports. Four holes were drilled along each side of the 
boards at 5 cm intervals providing a total of 20 holes. Metal bolts 
ground to a point at one end, were fitted into the holes. Wing nuts 
attached to the bolts allowed for adjustment of the length. 
Sampling Nesting Cover 
Height of vegetation at the nest site was measured by placing the 
pole vertically in the vegetation 5 cm west of the nest. The observer 
walked around the nest taking 10 readings. The pole was then placed 
every two steps (approximately 2 m) in a north, south, east, and west 
direction away from the nest until 15 measurements were recorded in 
each direction. Nesting and hatching chronology, nest dimensions, 
number of eggs, and amount of litter within each nest were recorded 
throughout the nesting period (Appendices G, H and I). 
Plant species-�omposition wa� sampled. after the eggs hatched or 
the nest was destroyed. In 1973 a square-foot frame was placed over 
the nest site, and the closest plant in a 180 degree forward arc 
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of each point was identified and recorded. The frame was then lifted, 
turned 45 degrees and placed over the nest a second time until 40 
readings were taken at the nest site. One frame ·reading was recorded 
at distances of 6.1 m north and south, and 1. 5 m east and west of the 
nest site if a flip of the coin revealed heads; tails reversed 
distances within directions. 
In 1974 a point-frame (Hanson 1934) was used to estimate species 
composition. Forty readings were taken at the nest site. The frame 
was then moved from the nest site in the same manner as the square­
foot frame. Relative frequency (relative occurrence) of each plant 
species was estimated by counting number of times a species was 
adjacent (the closest plant) to a point. Relative density was 
calculated according to the formula: 
Relative occurrence (density) of a single species 
Total relative occurrence (density) of all species. 
Sampling Brooding Cover 
Height of vegetation at brood locations was measured similarly to 
that at nest sites. Ten readings were taken at the flush site using 
the obstruction pole. Pole readings were then taken at 1 m, 3 m, 9 m, 
and lJ.5 m in each N-S-E-W direction. The square-foot frame sampled 
species composition at brood sites in 1973; the point frame was used 
in 197h. Species composition at brood sites was sampled only at the 
flu�h locations. Analysis of variance was u5ed to analyze vegetation 
for nest and brood data. 
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Sampling Pasture Vegetation 
Vegetation in pastures was sampled in }!ay prior to nesting and 
in July after the vegetation had reached its maximwn growth for the 
season. Measurements were made during other months if time allowed. 
Line transects were arbitrarily established in a north-south direction 
across each pasture. Visual obstruction readings (VOR) were recorded 
every 10-50 steps (approximately 10-50 m) depending upon the size of 
the pasture and the number of vegetation readings needed per pasture. 
The pole was placed vertically in the vegetation about 15 cm to the 
right of thQ observer's foot and the VOR recorded. :D.iring 197), the 
only pastures measured were those containing nests or where nn ocular 
estimate of the range suggested a good quality of grass. Range sites 
within pastures were not sampled independent of pastures, but site 
differences were recorded incidentally as transects were walked. The 
· mini:rmm number of pole readings in 197) was 1500 per 256 ha of 
pasture. In 1974 all pastures within 1.J lan radius of sites where 
hens were captured (breeding grounds 5 and 9) were measured with the 
obstruction pole. Most pastures measured in 1974 contained only the 
rolling grassland range site. Data for months and range sites were 
pooled and considered the same for statistical analysis, because only 
one group of observation readings was recorded for each month in a 
range site within a pasture. Range sites within pastures were 
sampled by obtaining a minimwn of 150 VOR for each range site in a 
pasture. 
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Average vegetation height within a large pasture may not reflect 
the smaJJ. areas of tall vegetation available for sharptail use 
(Hormay 1970 ). The percentage of the total readings above the 
average was analyzed to estimate the uniformity of yegetation in a 
pasture. Pastures with 50 percent or more of the VOR above the 
average had a uniform vegetation height. Pastures having 40 percent 
or less  of the readings above the average VOR reflected small areas 
of tall vegetation dispersed throughout the pasture. Factorial 
analysis of variance was run between the mean of the 10 VOR taken at 
nest sites and brood sites and the average pasture VOR, and range 
site wi. thin pasture VOR, where the locations occurred. 
Availability of various habitats within 0.4 km of the nest was 
estimated by noting habitats immediately adjacent (at the 4 compass 
bearings )  to the one the hen was using. The percentage of the various 
habitat typeR within 0.4 km radius of nest or brood sites was also 
calculated. 
Scientific and connnon names of plants are from Stevens (1963 ). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Pasture Measurements 
Highest VOR for range sites within pastures occurred in lowland 
draw site (Table 2) and lowest readings in all months were in claypan. 
Vegetation height varied within pastures as the summer progressed. 
Vegetation height increased in some pastures from 11ay to August and 
decreased in others. There was a significant difference (P(0. 01) in 
vegetation height between range sites within pastures but not between 
pastures (Appendix J). 
Most pastures sampled in May, 1973 , had 50 percent or more of the 
obstruction readings above the average (Table 3 ). In only three 
pastures did the average of the above readings indicate sufficient 
vegetation height for nesting. Most of these pastures were introduced 
grass p!antings or uniform native upland vegetation void of woody 
species. The percent readings above the average increased in most 
pastures as sunnner progressed. This probably resulted from 
differential growth patterns of particular plant species and/or 
preferences of cattle toward plants. 
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A factorial analysis of variance indicated significant differences 
(P(0. 01) in vegetation height between pastures and between range sites 
for all months analyzed in 1973 (Appendix K). Range site within pasture 
interaction was significantly different (P(0. 01) because of the 
extreme differences in vegetation height between range sites within 
pastures ,  especially in pastures containing the lowland draw site. 
Table 2. Average �OR in rar.ge sites �'ithin pastures by mcnths, 1973· 
R mn:e id �e 
P:l.!1b.1re Lowland drnwr. Ugland r;rasiJland:: • Rol1inr; Rrnr.r.landr. 
?T.1.-r.bor I� J J A H J J H J J A 
0 2.94 J.65 0. 87 0.90 
l 1 .ll 2.02 2.93 2.60 
2 1.18 
J 1 . 1,a 2.10 2.08 ,. 3.25 1.50 1.50 1.13 
5 0 • .50 0.77 0.73 0.61 1.31 
6 2.14 6. :'2 1 • .59 o.er. 
8 1 .67 0.76 0.75 
9 2.75 l.?.2 1.18 1.10 
10 2.65 
lJ 2 .liJ 
16 1.75 
18 1 .l2 
19 6.57 1 .li5 
20 0.95 
?l l.18 
?2 2 . oa 
8!·!ont.hs of Hay, June , July, August and October 
0 
1.70 
l . OI} 
M 
O.JJ 
J J A 
O.?.O 
0, 115 
0.83 0.50 
0. 80 0. 35 
O.JS 
0. 39 
o.;,1, 0. 27 
O. J:> 
0.50 
0.33 
0.50 
0.62 
0.17 
0 
0.26 
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. 
T<1::,le J. Percent VOR above the averar-.:e pasture VOR durin; the 
various months , 197 3 and 1971}. 
Percent of total Average of 
Far.ture Average readings above readings above 
number Month VOR the average '!OR average VOR 
1971 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974 
0 l·:S.y 0.87 1 .33 51 . J  48.4  1 .30 1. 84 0 July 0.90 1 . 54 52 . 2  32 .6  1 . 21.i- 2 . 54 
1 Hay 2 .93 1 . 33 22 . 1  51. 2  3. 05 1. 85 l June 2 . 27 48. 7  3 .16 
1 July 2 . 60 57. 2 3.55 
1 August 2 . 08 40.5 3 . 12 
1 October 1 . 7 0  50. 2 4.62 
2 l�ay 1 . 18 47 .4  1 .68 
J Eay 2 . 10 1 . 18 48. 1  40.9  2 . 73 1 . 74 J June 2 . 08 143 .6  5 . 51 
J July 2 . 24 53. 4 2 .91 
3 August 1 . 52 63.3  1 .95 4 !::ay 1 . 50 1 . 28 37 . 8  51. 0  ? . 20 1 . 72 
4 June 1. 50 1 . 01 70.4 59 .4 1 .70  1.39 4 July 1 . 18 J?. . l  1.74 
4 August 0. 89 /.J."' 0 1.39 . � . / 
5 Hay 0. 73 1 . 05 37 . 7  35. 2  1 . 21 1 . 70  
5 June 1. 04 74. 2  1.23 
5 July 1 . 31 18.4 1 . 82 
5 August 1.49 63.,5 1.73 
6 Nay 1 • .59 19 . J  1 .74 
6 June 0.61 0.74 20.4 37. 0 1 .16 1.18 
6 July o. 86 41. 6  1 . 21 
6 Aueust 1 . 02 22 . 0  1 .30 
7 August l . J8 61 . 5  1 . 65 
8 l•!ay 0 .76 1.56 12 . 3  37 .8 1 . 06 2 .18 
8 July 0. 75 ?.7.9 1 .31 
8 August 1 .46 59 . 8 1 . 88 
9 !·:ay 1 . 22 2 . 17 2h. O  1�2 . 5 1 . 66 1 .15 
9 June 1 . 18 0 . 58 h6 . o  16 . 1  1 . 53 1 .15 
9 July 1 .10 3 . 2.3 37. 2  36 .6  1.38 5 . 04 
9 AuGUst 1. 32 52 . 3 1 . 71 
10 July 2. 75 ?1. 4 2 .93 
J.J July 2. L�J 5h.6  2 .81 
16 July 1 . 75 ?7.7 2 . 11 
15 
:'able J. Continued. 
Percent of total Average of 
.?asture Average readings abo,re readings above 
nu."'!ber Ho nth VOR the average VOR avera�e VOR 
1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974 
:.3 August 1 . 62 2. 07 36.9 J4.Lr. 2 .38 2. 62 
13  October 1. 04 71.0 1 .96 
l? August 1.45 2. 27 Jl.9 h5. 6 LBJ 2.66 
::o Augu.st 0. 95 0. 77 51 . 1.:. 37. 3 1 . 40 1 . 22 
n July 1.18 J!.i.. ? 1.93 
21 Augufit ? .16 49. 7  2. 67 
22 July 2. 08 41. 8  J . ?O 
22 August 0.67 22. 7 1.14 
.... , August 0. 82 JJ. 6  1 .41 .::o 
27 August 1 . 19 39 . 4  1 .81 
2j 2. 02 , � Lt. 2 .38 Hay !.):) • . - ·"' July 10.94 55 . 7 12. 07 , ·� ·-� 
?O August 0.92 51. 5 l . Jl - /  
Vegetation height differences in lowland draws occurred because of 
woody vegetation. Little difference in vegetation height existed 
between pastures within the same range site. Range sites and pastures 
were the same units in 1974 because of change in sampling procedure. 
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Vegetation height on the rolling grassland site within pastures 
showed a gradual decline as  the SUilllller progressed ( Table 4). Only 
pastures 9 and 28 displayed an increase. These pastures were non­
grazed and contained introduced plantings. Cover height between 
pastures and range sites within pastures was significantly different 
(P(O. 01) (Appendix J ). ?·�onthly factorial analysis of variance testing 
various pastures indicated significant differences  (P<0.01) in 
vegetation height between pastures in every month sampled (Appendix K). 
Over 50 percent of the pastures measured in 1974 had from JO to 
50 percent of the VOR higher than the average for the pasture 
( Table ;). Vegetation height in pastures in spring, 1974 was more 
uniform than in late summer. Most pastures planted to introduced 
vegetation had a more uniform height throughout the SUlllmer. 
After vegetation height reached its maximum growth (late July) , 
most pa stures sampled in 1974 had taller vegetation than 1973 ; i .e. 
most pastures in 1974 had taller vegetation in the fall and winter. 
Similarly , most pastures had taller vegetation in the fall of the year 
than in the spring. However , this depended upon grazing intensity. 
Table 4. Average VOR for rolling grassland site ·within pastures by 
:r.:onths , 197!�. 
Pasture number 
0 
1 
J 
4 
.5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
26 
?..7 
?.8 
29 
l·;'ay 
1 . 33 
1 . 33 
1 . 18 
1 .28 
1 . 0.5 
1.56 
:? .17 
2. 02 
Airera�e VOR 
june July 
1 . 54 
2 . 27 
1 . 52 
1. 01 0. 89 
1. 04 1. 1+9 
0. 74 
1 .46 
0.53 3 . 23 
10. 94· 
August 
2. 08 
1. 02 
1.38 
1.34 
2 . 07 
2 . 27 
0. 77 
2.16 
0. 67 
0.82 
1.19 
17 
18 
oitat :Jsed for Ne;,tins 
Regrowth vegetation and tame vef;
etation were used rr:ost frequently
 
)r nesting in 1973 and 197Ii.. i:ost ne
sts in the tame vegetation were 
n crested wheatgrass . Bernhoft
 (1969 ) and Christenson (1970 ) 
onsidered crested wheatgrass  an
 important cover type for shar
p-
ailed grouse. Some nesting he
ns also selected the transitio
n area 
1etween regrowth and native ve
getation with sparse woody gr
owth.  
i'our of 4J sharptail nests fo
und in 1973 and 1974 were loc
ated in 
�oody vegetation (Table 5 ) .  The �a
jority of nests were greater
 than 
SO � from woody cover and 1
00 m fro� fences (Appendix
 L ) .  Artma�.n 
(1970 ) found extensive uti
lization of brushland cove
r by nest:.ng 
s:iar?,tails in Finnesota , 
i:-�o st nest� observed in th
e parklands of 
Saskatchewan were in nati
ve grass-shrub mixture (
Pepper 19?? ) . 
Thirty-eight of the 43 n
ests described were in t
he rolling 
grassland range site dur
ing 1973 and 1974 ( Tabl
e 5 ) .  Bernhoft (1969 ) 
and Christenson (1970 ) a
lso observed most hens n
esting in rolling 
gras sland sites . Nestin
g sharptails most freque
ntly utilized 
pastures under a deferr
ed rotation grazing sys
tem. Howeveri many 
nesting hens were in pa
stures grazed in early s
pring and summer .  
JuT11I11er-grazed pastures 
contained the largest nu
mber of nests located 
in 1967-70.  
A·,erage VOR was greater 
than 2 . 0  at 40 of 43 shar
ptail nest 
:;ites ( Table ,'. ) n.nd ? . 5  
or greater at JO nest si
tes . Average VOR 
fnr vP.i,P.t:ttion at nest �
i te� in 1::i73 and 197
h was J .  l'.2 and 2 . 64 ,  
I �Ii ., , , j'I ' 
' , . . !if I 
Table 5 .  Use of different habitats for ne.sti· n� · h t · 1  h oy. s arp ai ,.ens , 
Gorham study area, 19f7-1974. 
Vegetation type 
Regrowth 
Tame 
Native 
'.-loody 
Range �ite 
Rolling grasslands 
upland grasslands 
Lowland draws 
�ocky outcroppings 
Cla.YJ:ans 
19t7-70a 
5 
l?. 
7 
8 
?4 
1 
7 
0 
<) 
Early spring grazed 7 
Swnmer grazed 9 
Winter grazed 1 
Deferred rotation 7 
�n�se J 
Nongrazed, mowed and 
baled 4 
Soil bank (not in study 
area ) 1 
Number of nests 
1973 
15 
8 
2 
J 
25 
0 
3 
0 
0 
10 
1 
6 
7 
J 
1 
0 
1 974 
2 
Lr, 
8 
1 
lJ 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
J 
0 
6 
3 
1 
0 
nNestr- reported by �ernhoft (1969 ) and Christenson (1970 ). 
Total 
22 
24 
17 
12 
62 
1 
11 
1 
0 
19 
13 
7 
20 
9 
6 
1 
19 
:; ·_·. �cti vel�0 ( Fi�s . l and 2 ) . The VCR at ne st !'!i tes in late su:1nner 
·era.ged " .  7 ( Table 6 ) .  The average VOR at Most nest sites in 
,-:-J.st 1973 ,-!as highe r than the average :,iai=.ture VCR in r,:ay 1974. If 
ight of ve;eta.ti on i s  not further reduced by additional fall-winter 
a.zing or heavy snow coF1paction, pastures with ne sts averaging a YOR 
20 
eater than ? . 7  in August may have areas of available nesting habitat 
e i'ollot·d.ng spring. Annual plant cover with a 2 m radius having an 
erage VOR greater than 2.0 can be considered available ne sting 
�itat. anristenson (1970) indi cated ·that sharptails on the Gorham 
ea required uniform vegetation not less than 30 cm or patchy 
getation less than 36 cm in height. 
'!'he average VOR de clined as distance froM the ne sts ir.c?.·eaned up 
7 m. At distance:1 from the nest site greater than 7 m the average 
� fluctuated from 1.6  to 2 .1 in 1973 and from 1.4 to 1 . 6  in 19?4 
ig.'1 . 1 and 2 ) .  
VOR at nest sites in the lowland draw range site had a higher 
:.,rage ( 3 .53 )  than nests in either the upland grassland ( 2 . 77 )  or 
Lling grassland range sites in 1973 (J. 05 )  ( Table 7 ) .  The average 
=i.d inf within ?.? m of nes ts in lowland draw site s was 2 .  7 , 
1sidcrably higher than the l. lt8 for upland grassland ar.d 1. 59 for 
I .ling grassland. ITQR averaged J. 06 at nest site s in tame 
�etation , 2 . 9 3  in native vege tation , and 3. 15 in wood;i,- vegetation. 
Voce ta. ti0n surroundin3 ne;;ts in lowlar.d draw;; ir. 1c7!.:, was taller 
( Table c '\ ._• I • 1n ve;�e t.J. t.ion st1rroundinG ne� tn on o th.er sites 
of the 
3. 5 
3.0 
2.5 
0 > 
0) 2.0 
111 
L 
a, 
1.5 
1 .0 
0.5 
268 
D 
Nest 
site 
107 
107 106 
fJ D 
2 5 7 
NOTE ; 
103 185 
D EJ 
9 
Number above f igures is  
tlle number of  readings 
taken; horizon tal dash 
line is the mean; the 
vertical box is the 
standard error ot the 
mean 
105 
B 1 1 1  D 
13 
S ite location ( meters from nest ) 
16 22 
Fig. 1 Average VOR at nest s ite compared to VOR at various distances from the nest  site ,  1973 . 
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3. 5 
3.0 
259 
2.5 B 
v 
2.0 
v 
> 
<{ 
1 .5  
1.0 
0.5 
50 
2 5 7 9 
NOTE : Number above figure s is  
the number of readings 
taken; horiiontal dash 
line is the mean; the 
vertical box is the 
standard error ot the 
mean 
4 4  
44 
45 
1 3  1 6  22 
S i te locat ion (meters from nest) 
22 
Fig . 2 .  Average VOR at nest site compared to VOR at various 
distances from the nest site, 1 9 7 4 . 
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)1 .:. ::. Avera:se VOR. at �ites selected by 5ha.rptail� for .a. •  "' '  nes .,ins; , 
'J anc!. 19?4. 
Average VOR 
;t:ire )fu:mber Na;;:: l,2-June 12 Jul;z 12-August l,2 
:ber of l·:ean Range !'.:ean Range 
nests 
0 · 1  1. 7 0.9 
, 6 J . 4  .!. 2.. 1-�-. 5 1 . 8  l . l�-2. 3  
8 2. 8 � " J 7 .(. . �- . 
3 4 2 .6  1 . 8-J. 2  3 . 0  2. 7-J .6  
4 3 2 . 7 2 . 6-2.9 2 . 2  l.B-2 .5 
:; 6 2.9 1.8-4.4 2 .9  1 . 2-5 .4  .,, 
(' 1 2 . 7 6. 0 
'7 l l�. 0 3 . 7 ' 
'' 
0 3 2 . 5  1 . 6-J . J  1 . 8  l. l�--2. li 
� 2 2. 8  2. 5-3. 0 J.O 2 . 2-J. 7 .... 
0 2 3 . 3  2 . 0-5 . 7  3.9 
Q 1 2 . 5  8. J ._, 
0 2 2 . 4  ?. 0-2 . 7  :? • 9 :? .6-J.2  
l 1 2 . 0  2 . 6  
1ble 7. Average VCR at nest sites and surrounding areas ,-ti.thin 
1nge sites , 1973. 
i.sta.nce from 
:3st site (m) 
:.)a. 
2 
5 
7 
a , 
1 1 -- _, 
- , 
.!.'. 1 
22 
Range site 
Rolling grasslands Upland grasslands Lowland draws 
3. 05 2 .77 3. 53 
1.77 1 . 94 3. 00 
1. 67 1. 28 3 . 03 
1. 71 1 .50 2 . 86 
0. 87 1 . 50 2 . 57 
l . 6-: J... l�-l 2 .. 07 
L 60 1. 25 3 � 29 
1 RI,  - Q V� l , ll-8 2 � 10 
�ero di::itan<!e �qua:i.s at the nest sit,3. 
24 
I 
I 
I 
Table 8. Average VOR at nest sites and surrounding areas witli.in 
particular range sites, 1974. 
Rane:e site 
Distance from Rolling Upland Lowland Rocky 
25 
nest site {m} grasslands grasslands draws outcroooings 
oa 2. 79 1 . 89 3.51 2.38 
2 1.54 2. 37 1. 87 0. 87 
5 1. 71 1 . 71 0. 87 l.. 01 
7 1 . 35 1. 5L� 1 .12 0.91 
0 1.43 1 . 87 0. 98 1.21 ,, 
13 1. 05 1 . 87 0.67 1 . 71 
16 1 . 22 1. 5/J. 1.67 lo 31 
22 1 .13 1 .97 1.67 1 .31 
aHest site. 
grassland than it was at the nest site; at other distances the 
readings were more uniform. 
In 197J the largest number (8 ) of nests was observed in pasture 
2. M1ch of pasture 2 was plowed the following fall. Pastur� 5 
contained the largest number ( 6) of nests in 1974. Height of 
vegetation appeared to be a significant factor in habitat selected 
by sharptail hens. They nested in areas with higher than average VOR 
within a pasture or range site. Similar results were found for 
sharptails by Pepper (1972) and for sage grouse (Centrocercus 
urophasianus) by Wallesta.d (1974 ). 
The average VOR at nest sites in 197J and 1974 was consistently 
higher than the average VOR in rolling grassland range site:. within 
pastures where nests were found (Figs. 3 and 4 ). A high correlation 
(r = 0.95 ) existed between average YOR a.t nest �ites in 1973 to the 
average VOR in rolling grassland range site within pastures (Fig. 5 ) .  
Approximately 90 percent of the variability in plant haight at nest 
sites in 1973 can be e...�lained by the variability within pastures in 
the average plant height in the rolling grassland range site. 
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Plant height at nest sites in 1974 was also correlated (r = 0.97 ) 
to the average VOR in range sites within pastures ( Fig. 6 ) . 
Approximately 93 percent of the variability in plant height at nest 
sites in 1974 can be explained by the variability in plant height in 
ranr,e sites wi tl"l.in pastures.  The h.i gh correlation of VOR_ at nest 
:;i tes to V0:1 •...ri thin pastures in 1973 and 1974 indicate::; that inc!'ea.sing 
the :i ,,.,.rag:e r.eight of vegetation in pastures in the s�ring inc!'eases  
x Sample size of n ests 
Nest vegetation 
Pasture vegetation 
4.0 
6 2 
3.5 
2 er 3.0 0 3 1 
2.5 
1 1 
(l.) 
2.0 
(l.) 
1 .5 
1 .0 
0.5 
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9 
Pasture number 
F ig . 3 .  Average VOR at n est sites compared to average VOR 
in pastures , 1 973 . 
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4.0 
3.5 
) 3.0 � 
) 2.5 
) 2 .0 
1 .5 
1 .0 
0.5 
2 
3 
x Sample s ize of nests 
Nest vegetat ion 
Pasture vegetat ion 
4 
2 
5 8 
Pa sture 
1 
1 
9 28 
number 
g .  4 .  Average VOR at nest s ites compared to average VOR 
pastures , 1 974 . 
28 
29 
2.2 
2.1 
• • • • • • • 
2.0 
1 .9 
1 .8 " 
y = 0. 778 + 0.216 x 
II) 
(l) 1.7 
L 
::::, 
+-' 
1 .6 II) 
ro 
Q. 
c 1.5 
.c 
+-' 1 .4 
� 
a:: 1 .3 
0 
1 .2 • • 
O> 
ro 1 .1 • • • L 
(l) > 1 .0 <{ 
0.9 
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• 
• • 
0.7 
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Fig . 5 .  Relationship of average VOR at nest  sites to average 
VOR in pastures , 1 9 7 3 . 
30 
2.2 
• 
2 .1  • 
• 
2.0 
1 .9 
1 .8 
Q) 
1 .7 
1 .6 a. 
• 
c 
1 .5 
1 .4 
a:: 
1 .3 
Q) 1 .2 
1 .1 Q) 
1 .0 • 
0.9 
0.8 A. y = 0.835 + 0.297 x 
0.7 
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Fig . 6 Relationship of average VOR at nest  sites to average 
VOR in pastures , 1 97 4. 
9 a�c�nt of available nesting cover. 
There was a significant difference (P( 0. 01) in the average VOR 
�ween range sites where nests were located in 197J (Table 9 ). There 
; no significant difference between range sites, directions , or 
:eractions in 1974 (Table 10 ). The average VOR was significantly 
�ferent (P(0. 01 ) at varying distances and directions from the nest 
:e in 1973 (Table 9). However , only distances were significantly 
JI 
'f erent (P(Oo 01) in 1974 · (Table 10). Cover height varied signj.ficantly 
.ween nest sites, distances fro� sites, and directions from sites in 
•IJ. (Table 11 ). 
Some pe.stures showed more uniform vegetation height around nest 
.es tha:, ot!'ler pa.,;;t:J.res (Tables 12 a::d 1 3 ) .  Diffe!'ences i � plant 
Shar-ptail::i used wF.:stdrn whe:itgrass and Kentucky bluegrass (f.2.e. 
�is )  mM t. frequently in 1973 and 197/J. (Table 14 ) .  TI'le.7 a..:.:w 
:i cre.�ted whea. tgra:;s and yello.: sweetcJ.ove� , s11ggesting hens did 
tize  ta.111e grass pa5tures . Holfberr; was the 0nly woody spec'ier, 
,d at !°1:,!St si tes during both years ; prairie wile rose only occur2:0ed 
rr.d nests in  1973. 
::c.: �  :� lrH::t1. ted in different pastu?'e::; V\1ere s1.1rrol!nc!ed by· different 
·, +-, -" :;ecies ( Tab1 e 15 ) .  We:,;tern w!1eatgr:.t5S a?'ld Ker.":.uck-.1 bluep"as'.-'l  
1 rr-·�, 1 ,'1Gs t  frequently at nest r;i te5 tn r.ost pastures �'.l?"ing both y�ars . 
Table 9. Factorial analysis of variance for pole height, testing 
range sites, distances, directions, and their interactions for nests, 
1973. 
Source 
Range site 
Distance 
Direction 
Range ai te x distance 
Range site x direction 
Error 
**Significant at P(0.01 level. 
*Significant at P(0 . 05 level. 
DF 
2 
15 
3 
JO 
6 
1898 
Mean squares 
JJ.584** 
9- 317** 
5-999**  
2.229* 
7.0J2** 
1.197 
Table 10. Factorial analysis of variance, testing range sites, 
distances , directions , and their interactions for nests, 1974. 
Source 
Range site 
Distance 
Direction 
Range site x distance 
Range �ite x direction 
Error 
**Significant at P (.O. 01 level. 
DF 
J 
15 
J 
l.1j 
9 
869 
?<"ean squares 
0.952 
J .009** 
0 .306 
0.790 
1.158 
1.336 
32 
�able 11. Factorial analysis of variance for pole height , testing 
regetation height at nest sites, distances, directions and their 
.nteractions, 1974. 
3ource 
�est site 
listance 
)irection 
�est site x distance 
�est site x direction 
�rror 
�*Significant at Pt0.01 level. 
DF 
12 
15 
J 
180 
J6 
246 
Hean squares 
lJ. 290** 
24.585** 
48. 5?6** 
1. 998** 
2.966** 
1. 201 
JJ 
Table 12. Average VCR ,·ti. thin various di.stances from nest .sites in 
pastures , 197J. 
Distance fror.i Avera.ce '·TOR (Pasture nu?llber ) 
ner;t site (m) l ? , Ja 4 5 
0 3. 39 ?. � 2 . 70 3.55 " 2 . 1}6 1. 70 1 . 54 2.62 ,( 
5 ';· . 37 1 . 59 l . lt.6 1.56 
7 " · 75 1 . 5 0  1 . 75 ? . 31 
Q ?. • L!li, 1.5:; 1.5 :) 1 . 57 
13 2. 31 1 . 59 1. 1.i,2 1 .19 
16 :?. 00 1 . t:-2 1 . 79 2.75 
?.2 ?..51 1 .58 1 .65 1 . 75 
a'!'astures 2 and 3 col".bined. 
Table lJ. Average VCR ,;,ti. thin various distances fro:'1 !'le:it sites in 
?astures , 1974. 
Distance from 
nest site (m) J 
0 2 . 10 
') 1.12 
.5 1 . L� 
7 o. s7 
9 1 . 0t 
13 0 .69 
1r, 0. 77 
2? 1 . 15 
Average VOR (Par.ture 
5 
2 . 53 
l . 9h 
1 . 31 
l. Ji� 
i . :·,o 
1 . liJ.} 
1 . 00 
1. 01 
rn.i:mber ) 
?. . 32 
1.47 
1 . 37 
:). ,37 
1.41-t· 
0.94 
l . 37 
0. 75 
::ile it- . ?lP.nt r,pecier, co�por,i tion, !'ela ti ve f!'equency, and 
lati ve density of VeGetation at l.i-1 sharptail nest r.i ter., 1973 
d 197!!.. 
Relative freauenc;i: ::tela.tive densi ti: 
a des 1973 1 97l� 
asses and �edge s 
Agro�::Jvron smithii 
?oa :)ratensis 
.\zro-ovron cri sta. tur, 
Care:-: ;l�)p . 
Koeleria cristata 
3ro:ms ,ia12onicus 
� viridula 
� cor.i.ata 
s�artina oectinata 
Poa cor.mresse 
Ari !'ltida lonr-;iseta 
Cala:-:ovilfa lon�ifolia 
Andronogon scope.rius 
l'.'bs 
: �el ilotur. spp. 
: �edicago sativ.?. 
ody 
258 
187 
180 
33 
µ.Q 
18 
1 r .�O 
11 
15 
1 1)5 
J,S 
s·m::)hori car?os occidentalin 
?8 
R.0:.11 arkansana 17 
:>the:r sr,p. 51 
1973 1974 
13(: 25 . g 26. 2  
93 13. 7 17. 9  
78 13. o 15 . 0  
45 J. 8 8. 7 
4. 0 
7 1.8  1 .4  
15 1 .6 2. 9  
14 1 .1  2 . 7  
25 4. 8  
23 4.4 
10 1 . 9  
/ 
1. 2 ) 
1. 5 
33 10. 5 f . 4  
J . 5  
9 2. 8 1. 7 
1 . 7  
2.5 5 . 1  4.8 
35 
Table 15. Plant species composition, relative frequency, and relative density at sharptail nest 
sites within pastures , 1973 and 1974 • .  
Species 
Ar'ropyron s,rrl. thii 
A�ronyton cri:;ta'blm 
l·'cdi c:iro Ml. ti va 
Ko,,.lcria crii;tata 
£2:1_ pr:i ton sis 
Smyphoricarpo:<i 
occidcntalis 
� spp. 
�olilotus spp. 
Other 
Species 
l2.2!i 
A�ropyton sndthii 
� pratonsis 
C'lrl'.'� spp. 
L2.;!. CC"Jmpro:;se 
A<·ropyron cristatum 
St\p:'l. corn.'\ta 
Calamovil.fa longifolia 
Other 
4Pastu.re 1. 
Relative frequency Relative density 
Pl.a P2-16 _.i..;P4.:..-_-.P..,s __ --£.P.:l __ __.P.t;;.2;;;.-3.1.-__ J,;P4�----PL;Sl-._ 
83 
J6 
19 
6 
13 
18 
63 
CJ 
1.6 
.35 
13 
6 
10 
13.3 
6 
64 
7 
71 
33 
60 
Relative fr�uen� 
f:Z 
37 
31 
23 
23 
14 
32 
5 
50 
11 
9 
5 
PS 
78 
2 
J4.9 42. 0 6.2 
100 
15.1 
7.9 1.9 
2.5 20. 2 
5 . 5  2 . 2  
7.6 22.4 
26.5 10.4 6.2 
Relative densitx 
PJ p� pl3 
20. 0 23.1 
4J.8 19.4 
16. 2  14.4 
14.4  
98. 0 
8.8 
7 • .5 
12.5 20. 0 2.0 
bOi.fferent areas o! the same pasture. 
w °' 
37 
Relative frequency and den�ity of plant species changed at various 
distances from nest sites in 1973 (Table 16 ). A higher relative 
density of the taller plants, western wheatgrass _ and alfalfa, was 
found surrounding nest sites located in pasture 1. A higher relative 
density of the shorter plants, Kentucky bluegrass, needle-and-thread, 
and blue grama occurred at locations away from nest sites. Similar 
results occurred for nests in pastures 2-3 and 4. Kentucky bluegrass 
and wolfberry occurred most frequently at nest sites in pasture 5 in 
1973. No woody species occurred within 6 m of the nest sites. There 
was a ma.rked increase in the relative density of western wheatgrass 
and blue grama at 6 m from nests located in pasture 5. This increase 
suggested a close association of woody species to nest selection within 
this pasture because the upland and rolling grass areas lacked 
sufficient height to support nesting sharptails. 
Habitat Used By Broods 
The greatest number of broods was flushed in pastures containing 
native and regrowth vegetation (Table 17). The rolling grassland 
range site was utilized most frequently by hens with broods during all 
daily activities. Kobriger (1965) indicated that broods roosted in 
sand range sites during the night in the Nebraska sandhills. In the 
morning the broods entered the wetland meadows where they spent the 
entire daylight period. Hens that n�sted in pastures with native or 
re1�rowth vegetation on the Gorham area rarely moved their broods from 
the�o areas. Most broods were flushed from pastures managed 
Table 16 . Plant species composition, relative frequency, and 
rdative density at various distances fro:r: nest r.ites within 
?ar:ture:;, 1973. 
Species Relative freauenc;y Relative densiti 
1.5 6 .o  m 
Pasture 1 
Agroo;a:on smithii 
�-�edi cairo sativa 
Poa nra tensi r; 
Stiua coma.ta 
I{oeleria cristata 
Bouteloua R:racilis 
Achillea millifolium 
l{elilotus spp. 
Other 
Pa:.ture ?.-3 
Poa pratensis 
Azropyron smithii 
l�elilotu::i spp. 
Koeleria cristata 
Other 
Panture l� 
Agrop�on cristatum 
Other 
Fasture 2 
?oa pr a. tenr.i s 
Carcx 5pp. 
3outeloua gracilis 
A;;.ror;rron mrithii 
Cthor 
74 
17 
3ti 
10 
7 
15 
7 
,.. ,,.  
.:.0 
48 
1'-1-
12 
22 
9 
10 
112 
8 
21� 
12 
11 
3 
30 
J:l'l 1.5 m 6 . 0  m 
70 30. 8 29. 2  
26 7.1 10. 8 
7 15. 0 3. 0 
23 4. 2 9.6 
24 3. 0 10. 0 
10 6 .·2 l.! •• 2 
15 3. 0 6.2  
15 10. 8 0. 2 
50 19. 8  20.8 
l� 20.9 21. 0 
1 p. _.., 13. 0 ?.J.7  
18 32. 8 23. 7 
3 13.4 4.0  
21 14.9 27.6 
111 93. J  92.5 
9 6 .7  7.5 
15 30. 0 15. 8  
16 15 . 0  20. 0 
Q lJ. 3 ll . ?.  ,,. 
11 J .8  13. 8  
29 37. i� 3': • ?. 
38 
table 17. �se �r different habitats by broods , Gorhan st;.dy area , 
1173-1?74. 
�::t:i V€ 
2ssro;rth 
:'a.:,e 
�0lli�� �a�r.land 
;plan:! grasr.lanc 
Lowland o:a;1 
?.ocky outcropping 
:l.l'.:{pan 
19?3 
18 
14 
3 
!� 
0 
0 
-·-- --- -- ----------
land use 
Dlrly spring grazed 1 
S:.Ur.Iner grazed 5 
Winter i;razeti 18 
Deferred rotation 12 
Non-use l 
�ongrazed and rr.cwed and baled 6 
Pasture nur.iber 
0 
1 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
10 
11 
13 
1t 
25a 
a�ot 'Within study a.:-ea. 
0 
4 
1 
0 
11 
J 
3 
2 
2 
1 
14 
2 
1 
:97�! 
p ., 
lJ 
l·� 
1 -:i -.,  
. " 
J 
2 
'J 
0 
21 
8 
0 
18 
;) 
J 
9 
0 
2C 
1 
8 
0 
3 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
:,:-..:i.l 
J! . 
-::? 
· . 
a .., _ ,  
? 
:) 
,, 
. ., 
22 
13 
13 
JO 
l 
9 
9 
4 
21 
1 
19 
::!..l. 
5 
2 
1 
14 
2 
l 
39 
er an early spring or deferred-rotation grazing system. 
The average VOR for all brood locations was 4.9 in 1973 and 3.5 
1974 with over 75 percent of the readings at least J. O. Plant 
ght progressively decreased with movement away from the site of 
shing (Figs. 7 and 8 )  except at 9 m distance in 1974. Broods 
ated in the lowland draw site were surrounded by taller vegetation 
n broods in rolling grassland or upland grassland (Table 18 ) .  
Plant height varied at brood locations within different pastures. 
tallest vegetation recorded at brood sites was in pasture 6 (5 . 5  
) in 1973 and pasture 9 (J . 8  VOR ) i n  1974. Broods located in 
ture 5 were within 25 m of brushy co'rer. Plant height on the up-
40 
is provided little cover causing hens with broods in pasture 5 to be 
sely associated witr. brushy lowland draws . VOR for broods located 
?astures in regrowth vegetation averaged 3 . 2 ; native vegetation, 
; tame vegetation, 2. 8 ;  and woody vegetation, 5 . 5 . Pastures or 
$e sites containing patches of vegetation J rn in radius with a VOR 
9eding J. O in July provided available brooding habitat. No 
tures in 1973 and only two in 1974 had an average VOR of J. O. 
3Ver, pastures or range sites containing sufficient nesting cover 
L also provide brood rearing areas. Therefore, any factors 
L tiYely affecting nesting cover height would benefit brood cover. 
Plant height was an important factor determining the location of 
)ds. The average VOR at brood sites was consistently higher than 
average VOR for rang-9 sites within pastures where broods were 
�hed (Figs. 9 and 10 ). The average YOR at brood sites in 1973 was 
5.0 
4.5 
4.0 
3.5 
3.0 
2 .5 
2.0 
1 .5 
1 .0 
44 0 
Srood 
site 
1 76 
D 1 6 8  
D 1 6 0  
D 
1 56 
NOTE: Number above figures is 
the number of reading$ 
taken; horizontal duh 
line is th!! mean; the 
ver tical box is the 
standard l!'rror ol the 
mea n 
3 9 14 
Distance from brood s i te  ( meters) 
r . 7 .  Average VOR at flush site compared to average VOR 
various distances from the brood site ,  1973 . 
4 1  
4.0 
3.5 
3 .0 
0:: 2.5 
(1) 
2.0 L.. 
<( 
1 .5 
1 .0 
0.5 
490 
Fl ush 
s ite 
1 9 1  
1 
186 
NOTE: 
3 
1 85 
B 1 73 
Number above figures is 
the number of reading 
taken ; horiz onta l da sh 
line is the mean; the 
ver tical box is the 
standard error of th e 
mean 
9 1 4  
Distance f rom brood si te ( meters) 
�ig . 8 .  Average VOR at flush site compared to average VOR 
it various distances from the brood site ,  1 9 7 4 . 
4 2  
4J 
Table 18. Average VOR at brood sites and surrounding areas �nthin 
range sites, 1973 and 1974. 
Distance from Range site 
brood site (m) Rolling grassland Upland grassland Lowland Draw 
1973 1974 1973 1974 1973 1974 
oa I.J.. ($ 3. 01 3. 05 3 .58 7.64 3 . 80 
l ; . :'J 2 . 61 2 . 53 2 .92 5.49 2.94 
J 3.13  1.90 1 . 71 2 . 58 5.69 2. 35 
9 2 .60  1. 82 1 . 61 3. 00 5 .49 ., ...... .,,, • ::),C, 
i4 " .:.o c. .  �· ,;, 1 . 64 1 . 51 2.44 5 . 31 2 .89 
mo""a1 b l. t., - 3 . 03 1 .99 1 . 84  2. 74 5 .50 2 .92 
a3rood !=:ite. 
bAveraging distances :!.-14 m. 
6.5 
6.0 
5.5 
5.0 
4.5 
4.0 
3.5 
4 
3.0 
2.5 
2 .0 
1 .5 
1.0 
0.5 
1 3 
9 
5 
4 
2 
6 8 
X Sample size of broods 
9 
Ve g e t  at ion at brood site 
Ve g e t a tion within pasture 
2 
14 
2 
10 1 3  16 
Pasture number 
ig . 9 . Average VOR at brood sites compared to average VOR 
1 pastures , 1 97 3 . 
44 
x S ample si� e of  broo ds  
Veg e ta t ion at brood s i t e s  - - - - Vegetat ion w i thin pasture 
4.0 3 
3.5 
10 
19 
-- --
0:: 3.0 
8 
(I) 2.5 
2.0 
<{ 
1 .5  ---- ---- 1 -- -- --- -
1 .0 - ---
0. 5 
0 3 4 5 8 9 
Pasture n umber 
Fig . 10 . Average VOR at brood sites compared to average VOR 
in pastures , 1 974 . 
45 
46 
,rrelated (r = G .  SJ } tc the average "i'JR - ... \ .l...!. ,. ,I 
1proxi..ma tely 68 percent of the variability in pla.,�t height at b:cood 
.tes was explained by the va.!"ia.bility in t?".e a-.e.:-age i:,la.nt height 
.nge sites within pastures .. Similarly, tte a�erage VDR at breed 
,cations in 1974 was correlated (r = G. 89 ) to ·t:.e a·.reraga VOR 0,,i t::i!'! 
stu:res (Fig . 12 ).  ..\n estim;;. ted 79 pe.rcent of the varia.bili ty �-n 
ant height at brood lo=atior1s c::m oe explair�ed by the average pl::i.!'lt 
ight withir. past�!'es . 
20 ) .  The a.ve:cage VGR in ., :""�"' : .. , ... .... - ., l J and 
"; _ .... • ·; t' 4'l .... ( ;.,,• t•, 0-; \ n · ":.:- ·· . .::,...-.� -? ,Y'1 .._ ,. ..,.. i ""  r, - � r_ ..... u.:s ms .... nee;:, _ ... � �  .,_ ,  a .. a. a:. ... __ _ . ___ ., . . . , J:  .,, . ,.,:::, , 
tei::; m. thin particular 1·a.nge ;;i tes . 
·era.ge VOR bet.ween dis �ances , direct::..on1-; ! ·- -,.. :. c::. .. .. 1,,,..; 
ushes was signifi1:.ai1tly different (F.(0. 01 )  (Tabls 21 ) �  
erage VOR at brocd location� was signifi c�ntly higher (P{0. 01 ; 
- - :  
an VOR at ,,a.ryii1g distences fl'c:m the . ...  S1 L•e a Plant height ?r,a:� ha::re 
ffered between range sites or pastm·�s b�cs.i-:.s� of the :and -u.se .. -
ant height ciif f'ersd �ig.d.:i.:,ar;t.:.y (? (0 •. 01 ) be-tween rang9 .sit<::ls 
able 22 ) .  
i:se o.t' cover b�,- ��a.rptrll b7'::>od.s depends upcn 
. . r..ime .:iay, 
bi tat availa.ble ,  cliJ11..atic fa�tor� i and &.trtount cf d: .. sturbance 
ll"lT!al"'--11 :..957 and Ea!"t �t al . l95·J ) .  
L:tll sr vegetati cn 1.� ter in the ?'llN'L'.ng ( Tab2.e 23 ) .  
, i  
' 1  
I 
I '  
2.5 
2.4 ••• • • •  • • • • • • 
2-3 
2.2 
2:1 
2_o 
Ill 1.9 
Q) 
L. 
::J 1.8 
(\} • a. 1 .7 • • • 
L. 
a - 1 .6 
::i:: y= 1.394 + 0.058 x 
) 1 .5 > 
Q) 1 :4 Ol 
ro 
L 
a, 1 .3 
1.2 ... • • • 
1 .1 
1 .0 
0.9 • 
0.8 • • • .. • • • • 
0.7 �, . , 
1.2 16 2.0 24 28 3.2 36 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.2 5.6 6.0 6.4 
Average V OR at brood sites 
' ig . 1 1 . Relationship of average VOR at brood sites to 
1verage VOR in pastures , 1 973 . 
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· 1 
I I  
1 :  
' I  
I 
I I  
I :  
I 
, 1  
I
I 
') 
-
) ,, 
) 
2.3 
2.2 
2.1 
2.0 
1.9 
1.8 
1 .7 
1 .6 
1 .5 
1.4 
1 .3 
1 .2 
1 .1 
1 .0  
0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
• 
. ::: . .  
• • 
•• • • • • • 
A 
y = 1 .4 49 + 0.0 5 3  x 
• 
• • •• •• 
• 
1.2 1.6 2.0 24 2.8 3.2 3.6 4.0 4.4 4.8 5.2 5.6 6.0 
Average VOR at brood sites 
Lg . 12 . Relationship of average VOR at brood sites to 
,erage VCR in pastures , 1 9 7 4 . 
48 
le 19.. least-square s an alysis of va.i-iance , t esting �,e getation 
!ht between range sites , distances ! d'.l.!"ections and their 
aractions for broods � 1973. ------· ------- - ·----------·-·-,.-
res DF Mean squares --------- -------·--·---- --- ..-. .. --. 
ge site 
tance 
action 
ge site x 
ge site x 
or 
2 
4 
3 
distance 8 
direction 6 
1076 
375� 736,:..:l: 
42 .. .5 01** 
3 ., 369* 
3 .230 
5.602 
4. 726 
------------ ----- --,-- -----... -------·---- ·· - -.. -· 
ignifica.nt at. F ·lO. 01 lav9J. � 
gr,ifica.nt at P<.0. O! lsire1. 
·l� 20,;. Lsas·�-�;.:-[t! ;l!-es ani=.l5�sis V! · J ;.?•ii1.nc�· � ::ss.ti1.�g; 1:�g� :,s-t� :- -"!­
.gl1t betw.ee:1 :c�t111.g,s sites � ci.istances : dirs�tio?:� t anc! t!�eir 
.e:r-e1.;tions f 'Yi' b:i.•occls � 197ih 
--------... · ··----�-·----· · · ------..--, .-----.. - ·-- ----·-··· - �-- .. ,._ 
------- --·-·-----· 
�ee site 
3:.a.nce 
·ection 
1ge site :c dist:wce 
!ge site x dirsc·i:.ion 
:'0!' 
r,r:· 
3 
e 
€:. 
1201 
19 .. 2:.;.1::: ::, 
,:.. ,;·1 '• 
V ·) L  ...... -
,.._ ':'I"'''' 
£ .•  -· ! -:· 
1 .1.:.�' 
4.2f:j 
2.156 --------- ----- --------------·---- -- ...... �-·--.. --··--· 
31.gnificant at. P O. 01 level .. 
21. Factorial analysis of variance for cover height, testing 
ration sites, distance , direction, and their interaction for 
:; , 1974. 
sitea 
'.lC8 
t.ion 
site x direction 
site x distance 
DF 
5 
4 
J 
15 
20 
1170 
?asture plan per brood site. 
nificant at P (0. 01 level. 
Mean squares 
21.124•• 
21. 851** 
2 . 855 
l. JJl 
2. 673 
2.134 
22. Nested analysis of variance for cover height, testing range 
, pastures, and land use for broods, 1974. 
e DF 
7 
re 7 
1229 
land use type per range site. 
nificant at P(0. 01 level. 
ificant at p (0. 005 level. 
Mean squares 
32.765•• 
23.159• 
2. 236 
50 
able 2J. Average VOR at brood flush locations at various times of 
ay, 1973-74. 
i:r.1.e of day 
.500-0700 
700-llOO 
lGO-lJOO 
300-1900 
;,00-2100 
Average obstruction nole reading 
J. 2J 
J.48 
!�.18 
3. 35 
51 
' 
52 
etation was used in the morning for resting areas during hot days. 
s moved their broods into woody draw� or brushy uplands at mid-day. 
nt height at the flush locations was the highest at this tim�, 
raging 4. 18 VOR. Plant height utilized by sharptail broods de­
ased in the afternoon hours. Broods were found in short grassy 
ands where VOR averaged 2.72 during the evening feeding period. 
s pattern is similar to the pattern reported by Christenson (1970 ). 
Most plant species at the 92 locations where brooding hens were 
shed consisted of only six grasses and sedges, three forbs, and one 
iy species (Table 24). Fifty-three percent of the vegetation at 
�d sites consisted of brasses . The relative density of woody species 
:irood sites was less than 6 percent. Three plant species, Kentuclq 
egrass, western whea t.grass, and i:;edges, hac. greater than 45 percent 
ative density at all brood sites combined. 
Woody cover ut-mally buffaloberry, provided shelter for broods 
n the mid-day heat and rain. Wolfberry was generally associated 
� wet, lowland areas or on north and east-facing slopes . Ground 
er within wolfberry patches consisted mostly of Kentucky bluegrass , 
ive sedges and a variety of forbs. Broods favored these buffalo­
�y patches during the day or moved into densely vegetated uplands 
sweetclover-smooth brome mixture if brushy areas or lowlands 
e not available (Table 24). If a hen nested in a brushy lowland 
-,,, she was not found with her brood in a brushy draw. Most often 
brushy cover on the upland was the essential temporary cover. 
Jer (197?. ) found broods selecting low grassy openings in brush, 
'f:ible 211 . Plant 11pecies oompol'tition found at looationl! whore broodn woro flunhud :1 L  vnr i :,iw t.lu,o!'; of tho dny , 197)-74. 
Ti.mo of Ja:i,: 
0500-QZOO Q:200-1100 1100-lJOO 1]00-1 () 1)0 1900-?100 Total 
5!.:..ao!ia� 
:lr.E��IJ� :mrl �:n:dton 
i :1.1 �:.n.:!.L'l ..
:'.!.: rn: ·n:.� �mi th.ii 
�-�:.::·::: . 
: �,' '" \J "; I '•1J: ,  ,•1·:o c1 1i'I 
,\ .,,., , - · r,J11  ,� r i. � t...1.tum 
· : ;  � :.- 1  ri·!!.l...!..2. 
! '  _:;h.: 
: : • ·  I I 
0
l C T.• , t.  � f• r- •  
�. I ,  . .  , v i i  G. l.oa,•1 folia 
.Q,i· (%I. :: i ff villosa 
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3.nd Azr.man.."1 (1957) suggented that broods utilized woody cover more 
frequently than nesting hens. 
Relative density of forbs at brood locations was highest in the 
morning, decreasins throughout the day. The relative density of grasses 
increased to their largest value at mid-day, and then gradually de­
creased throughout the afternoon (Table 24 ). WolfberrJ was heavily 
utilized at :m.d-day until late evening, especially duri!l[ hot days. 
�abitat Selected In Relation To Other Habitatn 
Eens generally nested in large pastures where one habitat type 
constituted most of the area within 0. 1� km of the nest site. When hens 
r.e::ited i!'l a.gricul tural land or pastures ,rl. th crer.ted wheatr,r.1.s� , O:!' 
native vegetation, additional vegetation of this same habitat type was 
adjacent to that pasture zr.ost of the tir.!e ( Table 25). In two instances, 
this pattern changed. 1:·Jhen rei;rowth vef;etation was selected as nesti!'lg 
cover, additional regrowth vebetation was adjacent only 8 !:)ercent of the 
time, while brushland was adjacent 53 percent and native vei:;etation 22 
percent of the ti�e. If brushy areas were selected as nesting cover, 
additional brur.h.land �-,as adjacent about 10 percent of the ti'I11e, w?lereas 
native vegetation was adjacent 71 percent of the time. 
Percentages of the various habitats within 0.4 km of the nest site 
indic�te hens were nesting in areas where one habitat type con�tituted 
over 50 :�ercent of the arei within O . I!. !-:r1 (Table 26). Only 01"1.rnh:r 
co•.rer chanced this nattern. If t:'1e fer.-.::.le nef>ted in 'orushy habitat, 
75 percent of the locations had fi0-90 percent native vegetation within 
'!',.ole 25 . Eabi tat t�.roes adjacent to the habitat selected by nesting 
r,har9tailr. ,  1973-197r�: 
1:t"?e of habitat Ad,j§:.cent habitat a. Ya.i.l,1 bl e {nercent) 
selected Brush Native Rel!rowth Crested Tame A�ri cultural 
?2tive "U. 38 ,. 12 e 1.3 /.',. .  :) 
3ru!:!1 1 
..... 71 ,) .... 2 3 _v ':' 
Agriculture ? ?9 7 0 l� 54-I 
Regrowth 53 22. � Lt. 4 ,.· v 
T:arnc 8 50 3 
.., 17 .:, �) 
8rested 23 19 
,' , . _  
() 10 �:: •-)�L, 
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Table ::-6. Percentage or various habitats with.in
 o. t� I.on of habitat selected by nesting sharptails ,  
1967-1974. 
Percent vegetation within Oe4 lon 
Type of habitat Habitat 01 10 20 JO 
40 50 60 70 80 90 
selected available 09 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 
89 99 
Brush 56 22 22 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Native 0 9 9 0 18 9 0 18 , 18 18 
Regrowth .50 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Native Crested 33 67 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
Tame 0 0 0 50 50 0 0 0 0 0 
Agri aul ture 0 33 0 JJ 0 0 0 33 0 0 
Bl."ush 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
Native 0 0 25 0 0 0 25 0 50 0 
Regrowth 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
Brush Crested 0 50 
0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 
Tama 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
Agri C.'U.l ture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
Brush 67 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 
Native 0 50 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 
Regrowth 33 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Agi•i oul ture Crested 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tame 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 
Agriculture 0 25 0 0 0 25 0 0 50 0 
Table 26. Continued 
Type 0£ habitat Percent vegetation within 0.4 lon 
selected Habitat 01 10 20 JO 4o 50 . 60 70 80 90 
available 09 19 29 19 49 59 69 '79 89 99 
Brush 27 53 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Native 40 20 13 7 20 0 0 0 0 0 
Regrowth 0 0 12 12 12 12 12 37 0 0 
Regrowth Crested 25 50 0 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 
Tame .50 17 33 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Agriculture 50 25 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Brush 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Native 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Regrowth 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Tame Crested 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 
Tame 0 0 100 0 0 0 O ·  0 ·o 0 
Agriculture 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Brush 33 64 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Native 50 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Regrowth 83 · 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Crested Crested 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 29 42 0 
Tame 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Agriculture 75 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0.4 km. Fifty percent of these locations had 60-70 percent crested 
wheatgrass associated with them . When hens selected tame vegetation 
for nesting, none of the locations contained more than 50 percent of 
any vegetation type within 0 .4  km of nest sites. However, few 
sharptail nests were found in tame vegetation. 
Habitats selected by broods followed the same trend as for 
nesting hens . Hens with broods utilized areas where one habitat type 
contained over 40-50 percent of the area within 0.4 km (Table 27). 
The one exception was brushy areas. Fifty-three percent of the 
locations had more than 50 percent native vegetation within 0.4  km. 
Thirty-one percent of these locations had J0-40 percent wolfberry 
associated with them. 
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. ...  .., .. o , , .  rt1rct:11nw.ge 0.1 various hab1tats within 0.4 km of habitat selected by hens with broods, 
197.3-1974. 
Type of habitat Percent vegetation within 0.4 km 
selected Habitat 01 10 20 .30 40 50 60 70 80 
available 09 19 29 39 49 59 69 79 89 
Brush 15 J8 0 Jl 0 15 0 0 0 
Native 0 8 8 8 15 2.3 15 0 15 
Regrowth 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Brush Crested 25 25 25 0 0 0 25 0 0 
Tame 67 JJ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Agriculture 50 25 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Brush 47 20 27 6 0 0 0 0 0 
90 
99 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Native 0 5 10 5 19 14 10 10 14 14 
Regrowth 40 20 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Native Crested 20 JO .30 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 
Tame 40 20 0 20 20 0 0 0 0 0 
Agriculture 20 40 20 10 0 0 0 10 0 0 
Brush 24 5.3 18 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 
Native 41 24 12 6 18 0 0 0 0 0 
Regrowth 0 0 17 11 17 11 11 JJ 0 0 
Regrowth Crested 20 40 20 , 0  20 0 0 0 0 0 
Tame 50 17 .3.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Agriculture .3.3 50 0 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1�0Le � ( .  �ont.1nuea. 
Type or habitat Percent vegetation within o.4 km 
selected Habitat 01 10 20 JO 40 50 60 70 80 90 available Q2 12 22 J2 49 �2 62' 22 82 22 
Brush 45 36 9 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 Native 44 33 0 11 ll 0 0 · o  0 0 
Regrowth 83 17 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Crested Crested 0 0 0 15 0 8 23 23 31 0 Tame 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Agriculture 62 12 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Brush 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Native 0 33 33 0 0 0 0 33 0 0 Regrowth 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tame Crested 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 Tame 0 33 33 0 33 0 0 0 0 0 Agriculture 0 50 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Brush 75 0 25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Native 0 60 0 0 20 20 0 0 0 0 Regrowth 33 67 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Agriculture Crested 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Tame 0 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Agriculture 0 14 0 0 14 14 14 0 43 0 
OONCLUSIONS 
Nesting hens utilized cover that was available but showed a 
preference for grassy uplands. 
grassland type was available. 
They evidently n �sted in whatever 
Hens nested in brushy lowland draws 
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when quantity and quality of grassy areas were  low. When grassy 
cover (native, regrowth, or tame vegetation ) was selected as nesting 
habitat most of the land within 0.4 Ian was also grassland. More than 
75 percent of the study area was in grassy cover and over 90 percent 
of the nest locations occurred in grassy vegetation. Those pastures 
containing sharptail nests in woody cover on the Gorham area during 
1973-74 had an average VOR of less than 1.1. Most nests wero found 
in pastures where the average VOR in the grassy areas exoee<led 1. 25 ,  
indicating that sharptail hens only nested in woody cover within a 
pasture when the grassy areas were insufficient in height. Hens 
selected the higher vegetation within a range site or pa sture to 
nest ; preferring vegetation with a VOR greater than ·2. o in a 2 m 
radius. Pl.ant height was mere important to nesting hens than plant 
species or grassland types. 
Grasslands maintaining suitable vegetation height for nesting 
ilso provided brood rearing areas. Pastures that contained vegetation 
it nest sites with average VOR greater than 2.0 in May, and that were 
1ot grazed heavily during the swmner, provided isolat�d areas of tall 
rege tation (averaging a pole reading greater than J.O) through August 
�or brooding areas. Only those hens nesting in brushy draws 
surrounded by low growing vegetation moved their broods into new 
areas of taller grassy vegetation. Hens kept their broods in the 
tallest available cover during the feeding and resting periods. 
Woody cover is more important to sharptail broods than nesting 
hens. Broods frequently utilized woody cover during the warmest part 
of the day. �en brushy cover was used for shelter, more than 50 
percent of the locations had less than 20 percent brushland within 
0.4 km. This indicated that woody vegetation in lowland draws was 
seldom used under such climatic conditions. Most often the brushy 
cover on the uplands provided important temporary cover. \'1hen grassy 
cover was selected by hens with broods , most of the land within 0.4 
km also contained grassy cover indicating that broods were utilizing 
the available cover, not selecting particular grassland types � 
Plant height varied in pastures and in range sites within 
pastures as the sunnner progressed. Reasons for the differences 
include but are not limited to 1) the plant response to moisture ; 
2) plant species composition within each pasture ;  and J) grazing 
intensity. 
In 1974 most pastures contained only one range site (rolling 
grassland site) within a pasture. This site was frequently utilized 
by nesting and brooding hens. Cattle were often observed intensively 
grazing on this site because it usually contained the most palatable 
plant species on the most accessible terrain . 
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Statistical differences in plant height between r�nge sites 
suggests that measuring and evaluating the height of vegetation 
could result in management of the grasslands for domestic livestock 
grazing and sharptail habitat by range sites as well as in pastures. 
This would allow the s cientist to concentrate on those primary range 
sites , namely the rolling grassland site which comprises over 75 
percent of the study area,. within a pasture that are favorite nesting 
and brooding areas for sharptails and preferred grazing areas for 
domestic livestock. 
The average VOR at nesting and brooding sites was related to the 
average VOR in pastures. A management program that increased the 
average height of vegetation in pastures (or rolling grassland site ) 
during the swmner would provide taller vegetation for nesting hens 
the following spring. A mi.ninmn average VOR of 1 .5  within a pasture 
in the spring could be used as the standard. This THOu.ld provide 
adequate nesting cover and good areas for brood rearing. 
Management recommendations and additional research suggestions 
(Appendix L) for sharp-tailed grouse in western North Dakota depend 
upon range management pra ctices. Low VOR within pastures for two 
con!ecutive summers indi cate the need for certain pastures to be 
rested. VOR on most of the crested wheatgrass pastures on the Gorham 
area ( especially pasture 6) indicated a need for re-evaluation of the 
pasture management plans. The primary role of crested wheatgrass in 
range improvement was to provide forage early and to be tolerant of 
early season grazing. 
Evaluation or grazing management should be initiated as an 
integral part or each grazing system. Timely management evaluation 
during the grazing season are needed to determine livestock use and 
plant condition. In the spring (or before the grazing period) and 
fall (or following the yearly grazing period) pastures should be 
evaluated using the visual obstruction pole.  The inclined point 
quadrat method · should be used every 2 years to obtain a trend on 
plant composition. These measurements would allow the range 
scientist to evaluate the effect of the grazing system on sharptail 
nesting and brooding habitat. 
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APPEMDICES 
• I 
Appendix A. Grazing Systems 
A variety of pasture management systems is practiced on the 
Gorham area {Table 1 ). Private landowners graze their pastures at 
their discretion. The management of public lands, administered by 
the U. S. Forest Service, is set down by Public Law 86-517 (Harmay 
1970). A description of the grazing systems in use on and around the 
Gorham area follows. 
Pastures O and 4 are public lands grazed in a deferred-rotation 
system. Pasture 4 consists of 58.7 ha crested wheatgrass and 6.1 ha 
brushy draw in the SEf Sec. 24, T14JN, RlOOW. The U. S. Forest 
Service (Personal Communication ) estimates the dates of seeding 
crested wheatgrass in pasture 4 between 1937 and 1940. This pasture 
is the first of a two-pasture deferred-rotation system to be grazed 
each year. '!he area carries 31 animal units from 15 V.a.y to 15 
.September. Pasture O, located in Nt Nvlf Sec. 30, Tl43N, R99W, is 
the native unit of the rotation system. There are 28.6 ha native 
grass and J.8 ha brushy draw. The 31 animal units that graze 
pasture 4, plus 23 additional head, are moved into pasture o ,  15 
September and graze until JO November. 
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Pasture 1, located in SW! Sec. 7, Tl4JN, R99W, is privately owned. 
It is grazed in conjunction with pasture 13 as a winter pasture. Both 
areas are separately fenced but one gate allows the cattle to move 
between pastures. Before 1960 pasture 1 was 61.5 ha native· grass and 
J . 2  ha brushy cover. Forty hectares were planted in 1960 into a 
sweetclover-smooth brome mixture with some s cattered areas of alfalfa. 
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Presently native plant species are invading the introduced plantings. 
This invasion of native plants produced 40 ha of regrowth vegetation. 
Pasture lJ consists of 61.5 ha native vegetation, 41.7 ha brushy draw 
and 26. J ha regrowth vegetation. In 1960, 26. 3 ha of native vegetation 
in pasture lJ  were plowed and planted into a sweetclover-smooth brome 
mixture. Native plant species are now invading this area., causing a 
slow regrowth vegetation. These two pastures together carry lJO 
animal units from 1 December to 21 D�cember. The cattle are released 
in pasture 1 but are neither dispersed nor relocated into pasture 13. 
The animals mst find the open gate to pasture lJ. Consequently, 
pasture 1 receives most of the grazing pressure. 
Pastures 2 and J, both in Sec. 19 , Tl4JN, R99W, are grazed as one 
pasture unit. The two areas are -not fenced separately. However, a 
large hardwood draw passing through the area is a barrier for cattle 
movement. Since pasture 2 received heavier grazing pressure than J, 
pastures 2 and J will be described and discussed separately throughout 
this report. Pasture 2 contains 75.6  ha regrowth vegetation, 64.7 ha 
native vegetation, and 48. 6 ha brushy draw. The area was planted to a 
sweetclover-smooth brome mixture approximately 15 years ago (1960) and 
invasion of native plant species is now occurring. Ill.ring the summer 
of 1973, 75 ha were plowed and planted to small grains. The area was 
to be reseeded to introduced grasses in the fall of 1974. Twenty-two 
hectares of pasture 3 were plowed �nd planted to a sweetclover-smooth 
brome mixture in 1954. Presently the area is in 8.9 ha regrowth 
vegetation, 6.1  ha native vegetation and 4 ha brushy draw. The two 
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pastures together carry 180 animal units from 15 A�ril to 15 June. 
The Fairfield common pasture, containing pastures 5 and 6, is 
National grasslands, adlllinistered by the U. S. Forest Service. 
Included in the common pasture are all or parts of Sec. 28-34, TJ.34:N, 
R99W. These lands were purchased under Title III of the Bankhead­
Jones Far� Tenant Act of 1937. They were administered by the Re­
settlement Adnlinistration and the Farm Security Administration until 
19J8. From 1938 to 1954 the control of these lands was under the Soil 
Conservation Service. In 1954 administration of these lands was 
transferred to the U. s. Forest Service. In October, 196!1-, the 
perr.tl.ttees erected a suspension fence in section JO. This provided a 
pasture of cool season grasses (primarily crested wheatgras:1 )  to be 
grazed in the spring, and a native ..resetation unit to be grazed during 
the SU.1'1ll!ler in a deferred rotation grazing system. The pastures vdll 
be described individually since they are grazed separately. 
Pasture 6 is the crested wheatgrass unit of the Fairfield common 
pasture. The area contains 104.6 ha crested 1.Jheatgrass, 20.2 ha 
native vegetation, and lli..l ha brushy draw. This pasture was planted 
to crested wheatgrass for the third time in 1947 and a good stand was 
established. The native unit, pasture 5 ,  contains areas of both 
native vegeta.tion and crested wheatgrass. Native vegetation comprises 
959. 5 ha; crested wheatgrass plantings, 76.J ha; brushy draw, 14.7 ha; 
a.nd brushy .uplands, 11.l� ha. The crested areas within _the native 
unit were seeded around 191}0 (U.  s. Forest Service, Personal 
Cor..?'llni cation ). Two hundred and twelve animal uni ts grazed cre:::ited 
whea.tgra:=is pa:=iture 6 from 1 l1ay to 1 June. The animals were then 
moved into ·native pasture 5 on 1 June and grazed until JO November. 
Pasture 7 is public land situated in the sf Sec. 13, Tl4JN, 
Rl.OOW. The upland grassland area was seeded to crested wheatgrass 
sometime between 1937 and 1940 (U. s. Forest Service, Personal 
Co:mnnnication). The crested wheatgrass did not subsist; native 
species invaded the uplands ca.using a regrowth vegetated stand. The 
pasture comprised 70.9 ha regro1-rth vegetation, 42. 9 ha native vege­
tation, and 14. 2 ha brushy draw. Pasture 7 was not grazed in 1973. 
Forty animal units grazed from 20 August to 1 Hovember, 1974. 
Public pa:=;ture 8 in the Ej- Sec. 25, TJ..43N, RlOOW is comprised of 
62. 3 ha of crested wheatgrass, 34. 8 ha native vegetation, and 32.8 ha 
brushy draw and was grazed from 10 June to 19 August with 40 animal 
units. This pasture was apparently seeded to crested wheatgrass 
between 1937 and 1940 (U. s .  Forest Service, Personal Cor1InU.nication). 
The only nongrazed pasture utilized by sharptails on the Gorham 
area in 1973-74 was pasture 9 (N} NEf Sec. 30, TJ..43N, R99W). Twenty­
.six hectares were smooth brome or smooth brome-sweetclover mixture, 
while J. 2 ha were native vegetation. The brome areas �-rere mowed and 
baled, usually the last of July. It is not known when this area was 
planted to smooth brome grass. 
Pasture 10 is a tame hay field comprising 64. 8 ha in sE+ Sec. 
1'3 , Tl.4JN ,  R9o/.'1. The native vegetation in pasture 10 was first 
plowed in 19t1-5. 3weetclover was planted on the area ·within the la.st 
five year:1 . Annual mowing and baling of the tar!e hay occurs in 
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mid-July. 
Pasture 26 contains 25 .5  ha of grassland (r�TJ./8 Sec. 36, Tl.4JN, 
RlOOW). Approximately 15.4 ha are in native vegetation and 10.1  ha 
in crested wheatgrass. The crested wheatgrass was planted in 1960 
and a good stand developed. 'lbe pasture was suMnter-grazed by 20 
ani!llal units from 10 June to 1 September. 
�Iative pasture 27 is public gra:1sland located at sw+ Sec. 25, 
Tl4JN, RlOOW. This pasture consists of 41. 7 ha native vegetation, 
20. 2 ha crested wheatgrass, and 2.8 ha brushy dra:t·T. U. s. Forest 
Service (Personal Coll1I!!l.lnication ) estimates the seeding dates of 
crested wheatgrass between 1937 and 1940. The pasture is early-spring 
grazed by 25 animal uni ts from 12 July to 9 Septe!T'ber one yea'": and 
6 October to Ii' December the nex.t year in an alternating system. 
The NEt; Sec. lJ, T14JN, RlOOW is pasture 28. T'ne native 
vegetation in· this pasture was plov.·ed in 1945. In 1973, 42.5 ha 
were planted to barley and the following year the 42. 5 ha were in 
summer fallow. The remaining 22. J ha of the pasture is the sweet­
clover-smooth brome mixture established in 1972 and is a?Ill.ally mowed 
and baled in mid-July. 
Crested whea tgrass pasture 29 (NWf Sec. 25, T1.l1-JN, RlOOW) is 
grazed by 90 animal units from 10 April to 5 Hay. This public 
grassland pasture has 51. 8 ha crested wheatgrass, 8.1 ha native 
vebetation, · and l�. 9 ha bru:.hy draw. The crested wheatbrass plantings 
were establir.hed between 1937 and 1940 (U. s. Forest Service, Personal 
CollllTlUnica tion ). 
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Several pastures were chosen outside the Gorhare area because of 
their different grazing plans . Two pasture uni ts ·were under a rest­
rotation grazing system and the third was a sUinr.1er-grazed crested 
wheatgrass pasture. 
Public pastures 18 and 19, located in Sec. JJ , TlJ6N, R99W are 
two grazing units of a four pasture rest-rotation grazing system. 
Section 33 is  entirely native vegetation and divided into quarter 
sections ;  pasture 18 constituting the SSf and pasture 19 the NWt. 
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Both pastures 18 and 19 were randomly selected for vegetation sampling. 
In 1973, 83 aniMal units grazed pasture 19 from 19 June to 19 August. 
Anirials were then moved to the 3Wt Sec. 33 and grazed until 18 October. 
The following day the cattle be;:;a.n grazing pasture 18 and were removed 
31 November. The NEt Sec. 33 was rested in 1973 . Cattle began grazing 
in 1974 in SW{, then r.:oved into NE� , and finished the year in pasture 
19 . Pasture 18 was rested in 197Ii . The grazing period and ari.imal 
units were the same as 1973. 
Crested wheatgra.ss pasture 20 is located south of the Gorham 
area (W-} Sec. 23 , Tl36N, R99W). Tirls public grassland was seeded to 
crested wheatgrass around 1940 (U. S. Forest Service, Personal 
Cor:ll"Unication). T.ne pasture is SU1lliller-grazed by 51 animal units from 
1 Hay to 31 August. 
Pasture 21 and 22 are grazed as a two-pasture rest-rotation unit. 
Public pasture 21 (SWt Sec. lL� , Tl3cN, R99W) i s  in native vegetation 
interspersed with some crested wheatgrnss. In 1973 , 46 aniJ'l'.al units 
grazed p�sture 21 from 15 �fay until Jl August; pasture 22 was rested. 
Tao.Le .L .  urazing sy!·rt::.ems ana vegei::.ai::.ion i::.ypes r ouna i n  pasi::.ures o n  t.ne uornam Area , J.';/'/.J-.L'-J/lJ- . 
Pasture Vegetation 
n\U!lber type Hectares 
0 l�ative 28. 6  
Brushy draw 3. 8 
l
a Regrowth hO. O 
Native :?1. 0  
Brushland J. 2 
7b Ree;rovrth 75. 6 
Eative 64. 7  
Brushy draw l-1-8. 6  
3b Regrowth 8.9 
Native 6 .1  
Brushy draw 4. 0  
h Crested wheatgrass 58. 7 
Brushy draw 6.1  
5 ?:ative 959. 5 
Crested wheatgrar;s  76. 3  
:9runhy draw 11-1-.  7 
3rushland 11 . ti 
(. Crested wheatr,rasr. 
lOl�.6 
Native 20. ?. 
Brushy draw 14.1  
'.lype 
Deferred rotation 
Winter rrrazed 
Early spring grazed 
Early spring r,razed 
Deferred rotation 
Deferred rotation 
Deferred rotatio'!'". 
Grazinc: system 
Animal units Grazing dates 
54 Sept. 15 to Nov. JO 
130 Dec. 1 to Dec. 21 
130 April 15 to June 15 
180 April 15 to June 15 
Jl May 15 to Sept. 15 
212 June 1 to Nov. JO 
?.l? Hay 1 to June 1 
':'able l .  Continued . 
Pasture 'le13:etation Grazing sy:-item 
11U.ln::>er type Hectares Type Animal units Grazing dates 
7c Regrowth ?0.9 Fall grazed 40 Aug .  20  to Nov. · 1 
!11a.tive h2.9 
3rushy draw lh. 2  
8 Crested wheatgra�:; 6:? . J  Smnri10r r.;razed ho June 10  to Aug .  19 
}!a.ti ve 3:.� . c3 
:3rushy dra�-, J?.. 8  
9 Ta.nc ;,(. . 0 Non�razed , n:ot·red 
}lative 3. 2 and baled 
10 Tarne hay f:IJ.. fJ �longrazed , mowed 
and baled 
13a Native 61 .5  Winter grazed 
3:r-11shy draw li.l. 7 
lJO Dec.  1 to Dec. 21 
negrowth 26. 3 
18d Native ,(,l�. 8 Re:;t rotation 8J Oct.  19 to Nov . 31 
J·lative 64.8 Re:;t rotation 8J Rested 
19d Hative 9J.. 8  Rest rotation 83 June 19 to Aug .  19 
Hative 61� .8  Re�t rotation 83 Oct.  19 to Nov. Jl 
20 Crested wheat-
grass 119 . 6  Summer era zed 51 May 1 ,  to Aug .  Jl 
Table 1 .  Continued. 
Pasture 
number 
26 
?8 
?9 
Vegetation 
type 
Native 
Native 
Native 
Native 
Native 
Crested uheat-
grass 
Native 
Crested wheat-
grass 
Brushy draw 
Su,uner fallow 
Tame hay 
Crested wheat-
grass 
Native 
Brunhy draw 
Hectares fype 
64. 8  Rei:;t rotation 
fi4. 8  Rest rotation 
64. 8  Rest rotation 
64. 8  Rest rotation 
15.LJ Surrnner grazed 
10.1  
hl. 7  Ea.rly spring grazed 
20. 2 
? . 8  
42.5 Nongrazed , mowed 
?2 . J  and baled 
51.8 
8.1 
Early spring grazed 
l+. 9 
a , bGrazed ar. one par.ture. 
cNot grazed in 197) .  
d , eGrazed as �art of  the same rotation system. 
farazing date� change yearly. 
Grazing 11ystem 
Animal uni ts 
46 
46 
46 
46 
20 . 
2.5 
90 
Grazing dates 
May 15 to Aug. 31 
Rested 
Rested 
May 15 to Aug.  31 
June 10 to Sept. 1 
July 12 to Sept. 
Oct. 6 to Dec. 4 
April 10  to ?,�y 5 
Similarly 46 "animal units grazed pasture 22 from 15 May to 31 August 
1974; pasture 21 was rested. 
LITERA'IURE CITED 
Horma.y, A. L. 1970. Principles of rest-rotation grazing and 
multiple-use land management. U. S. Dept. of Agric . ,  For. 
Serv. Training Text 4 (2200). 26 pp. 
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A p p e n d i x  B .  T o p o g r a p h y  a n d  v e g e t a t i o n  o f  t h e  v a r i o u s  r a n g e  
s i t e s  o n  t h e  G o r h a m  s t u d y  a r e a ,  1 9 7 3  a n d  1 9 7 4 .  
1 .  L o w l a n d  d r a w  r a n g e  s i t e .  
2 .  R o l l i n g  g r a s s l a n d  r a n g e  s i t e .  
7 9  
A p p e n d i x  B .  C o n t i n u e d .  
3 .  R o c k y  o u t c r o p p i n g  r a n g e  s i t e .  
4 .  U p l a n d  g r a s s l a n d  r a n g e  s i t e .  
A p p e n d i x  B .  C o n t i n u e d .  
5 .  C l a y p a n  r a n g e  s i t e .  
6 .  V i s u a l  o b s t r u c t i o n  p o l e  u s e d  f o r  m e a s u r i n g  v e g e t a t i o n  
h e i g h t  a t  s h a r p t a i l  n e s t  a n d  b r o o d  l o c a t i o n s  d u r i n g  1 9 7 3  
a n d  1 9 7 4 .  
8 0  
Ap��ndix C. Trapping Re�.lltr, 
Thirty-six of the 65 sharptails captured with the cannon-net 
were females and 29 were males. l'-!ost of the females were juveniles ; 
most of the males were adults. Adult males weighed the most and 
juvenile females were the lightest (Table 1). Bremer (1966) found 
adult females to be 1. 0 g lighter than juvenile few�les. 
Ten band returns (J from males and 7 from females) were received 
during 1973. One death was attributed to trapping mortality, seven 
to predation , and two to hunting. Three fe?r�les were ldlled by 
predators and one male by hunting in 1974 • .All recovered bands were 
fro:r.: birds found within 1. 6 km of their respective capture site 
(Table 2). 
Table 1. ·weights of adult and iri:r.ature sharp-tailed grou se in 
April , 1973-1974. 
Class 
.Number of Average 
birds weight (kg ) Range {kg ) 
Adult ir.ales 15 0.93 0. 87-1 . 08 
Adult females 9 0. 83 o .7s-o. 87 
Juver.ile males 14 0.90 0. 82-0.96 
Juveri.ile female s  27 0.82 0. 73-0.90 
82 
Table 2. Bands of sharp-tailed grouse recovered from recaptured and dead birds during the two-year 
study period, 1973-1974. 
Dancing 
ground 
5 
7 
9 
Number captured 
on 
dancing ground 
45 
9 
14 
Number 
recaptured 
on dancing 
ground 
4 
0 
2 
Number 
11 
2 
0 
Dead birds 
Range in distance 
from breeding site 
(km) 
0. 21 - 3. 22 
2.57 - 2. 82 
Table 2. Bands of sharp-tailed grouse recovered from recaptured and 
dead birds during the two-year study period , 1973-1974. 
Nuzrher 
Number captured recaptured Dead birds 
Dancing on on dancing Number Range in distance 
ground dancing ground ground from brecdi1 flite 
5 45 l1, 11 0 .21 - 3 .22 
7 9 0 .... ?. .57 2. 82. L. 
9 14 2 0 
LIT.l!..'lu\'IURE CITED 
Bremer, P. E. 1966 . Sharp-tailed grouse investieations : Effects 
of land use practices on population densities and movement. 
?·5..nnesota Gal'lle and Fish Dept. P-R Proj . Rep. , W-ll-R-27. 
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A : " J_ ie : 1, i i �-: D. Count fl of r,harp-tailoci r.rouse on Gorham study nrea, North .D:l.kota, 196J-197h. 
Ground Hales per ground 
nur.:ber Location 1966a 1967a 1968a 1969a 197oa 1971.a 1972a 1973 1974 
l �JE·�: .1: ii 3?.-ll.J.J-99 8 16 16 4 2 0 0 0 0 
�;, .�;-·J�; NE� 36-lhJ-100 17 19 ll� 11 9 11.i- 10 7 7 
h SEi,-SE?- lJ-lL�J-100 23 ?) :8} 23 17 17 22 7 8 
> i-TE*l-iv/1- J0-14 3-99 29 31 11 9 15 19 16 27 23 
SE��E� 7-143-99 0 0 ?,11, 10 3 1 0 0 17 
. ,  3'.J'. J-i'.{ 7-llJ J-')9 0 (l 0 l) 10 19 13 11� 18 I 
?,�!.j'.1 ME.J 
• •  LJ . :.. ·, 
lJ-1'43-1 ()I) 0 0 0 \) 0 0 18 17 0 
l )  -�£·:·NE·. 29 -143-99 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 33 27 
10 -��f HE:·, 33-lhJ-99 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 3 
Total �n.J e!l 77 89 39 57 56 70 79 109 103 
j.:aI c� / nquare ?"lile  11-. 28 l1,. 9I} 4.911, 3.17 3. 11 J.89 l}.J9 6.06 5.72 
aKobriger , G. D. 1973. Prairie �rouse population dnta . North Dakota Game and Fi sh Dept. P-R 
Proj. Rep. , W-67-R-lJ. 60pp/ 
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Appendi.."': E. r!est Locations 
Dispersal distance of fewa.le sharptails to nesting site 
generally de?ended upon the closeness of good quantity and quality 
nesting cover. If the habitat was available, most hens moved less 
than 1. 21 km to nest. Over 70 percent of nests located by radio­
teleJ1cetry were 11'0. thin 1. 21 km ( O. 75 mi. ) of the breeding ground. 
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Half of the nests discovered by Sern.l-ioft (1969) were within O. 75 mi. 
of the dancing ground. Christenson (1970) calculated the �ean 
distance of sharptail nests to breeding grounds as 0. 8 �i . for the 
�esting hens he observed. All the sharptail nests located by Artrann 
(197'.) ) were 1-rl.thin 0. 5 rd.le of a dancinc ground. Of 23 nests found 
on the Asquith area in central Saskatchewan (Fepper 1972 ), 18 �rnre 
�d thl.n O. 7 5 Mi. of a dancing ground. 
Forty-four percent of the hens ca?turcd on breeding grour.ds 
eventually nested (Table 1). Predation on hens was not :-:arkedly high. 
Loo:;ing contact with radioed hens uas a proble?"!. 'l'!'le �:rincipal 
cau"e" of lost transr.rrtter sienals included : (1 ) electrical mal­
functions within the transmitter; (2 ) prer:1ature batter:r failure or 
incorrect installation of battery; (J ) nestinr, of hen outside of study 
.1.re:1 ; and ( h )  dama.c;e to the tranmr.i tter caused by rreda tion. 
·- ' _.,I ' 
::eventecn nc$t5 were located by �oni. toring the r:ove,r,entl'l of 
TabL t1 l. Disperr.al of r,harptail females from dancinp; 1:,;rounds ,  1973-19711-. 
]), !"lcins Date Di�eersal distance {km� Direction .from Days Fate of 
Female {'round instrumented Nest Maximum dancing ground monitoredd hen 
1 -73 5 4-23-75 1 .13 NW 14 Predation 
la -73 ? 4-?7-73 0. 80 NE 4 Signal 
lost 
'.: -73 5 4-:�J-73 o.-so 1 . 61 �!W 35 Ne:'lted 
:-'a -73 5 4-23-73 0. 32 NE 1 Signal 
lor,t 
3 -73 7 Ll- 15-73 o. ,so ... :, 18 Hen deada 
J:1 -73 5 1�-?J-73 o. 1)11, NE 29 Signal 
lost 
3b -73 5 �--?7-73 3 . %  6 . 1.µ:, 1'T 50 Nested 
(5 .1.5 )b 
5 -73 5 h-?3-73 O. J? 0. 1,,g �?NE r.11, NeRted 
5a " 7 '"' 5 h-?7-TJ O. J? O. h8 SE 11,7 Nested - , 1 ' ., 
-'?} 5 h-?7-TJ 0 .16 0. 80 NE 60 "Nested 
7 -73 5 1-1--?J-73 O. l-1-8 SW 7 Predation 
7a -T3 5 4-?3-73 0.40 1.13 SW 55 Nested 
-73 7 h-15-73 0. 80 l . ?.9 s 68 Nested 
9 -73 7 11--13-73 2.8 NW 12 Predation 
9a -73 5 l}-?.J-73 2.9 3. 38 N:I 71 Nested 
9b -73 5 1-1--27-73 0.48 NE J Signal 
lost 
10 -73 5 L1--2J-7J 1. 1-1-5 2 . 1  SE 65 Nested 
lOa -73 5 l1--2J-73 0. 32 N 15 Signal 
lost 
11 -73 5 h-27-73 o. oa l.lJ NNE 6J Ne::ited 
lla -73 .5 '�-23-73 1 . 13 1 . 79 SS'll 59 Nested 
l? -?J 5 ll--2)-73 O.h8 NW 2 Predation 
'!'able l .  Continued. 
Dri.ncino: Date Di.Rpersal distance {krnl Direction from Days Fate of 
!"emale ;:round instrumented Nest Maximum dancing ground monitoredd hen 
1 "a -73 5 4-?7-TJ 7. 24C SSW 37 Predation 
1 _71; 9 1+-?3-74 ?. 82 NW 33 . Si�nal lost 
,' -?h 5 4-?6-74. 0. 530 w 3 Signal lost 
-74 9 4-23-74 1.21 2. 0 NE 82 Nested 
(2. o)b 
1;  -?h 5 4-26-?L� 1.01 1. 01 w 59 Nested 
c -7b. q lJ.-23-74 o . 80 N 33 Signal lost -) 
c -7L�. 5 lt--26-74 2 .4  SE 10 Signal lost 
7 -74 9 4-?.J-74 1.21 1.21 NW J8 Nested 
3 -7h 5 4-26-74 0 .97 N 3 Signal lost 
-74 9 li.-2.J-?l� 0. 80 NE 5 Signal lost 
10 -74 5 4-2€,-74 0.80 w 11 Predation 
11 -74 9 4-23-74 0.80 1.21 NW 96 Nested 
12 -?h 5 4-2.6-?L� 0.80 s 31 Predation 
a.Hen was injured in holding crate. Death probably resulted from these injuries. 
hRenest. 
CHenr; were trapped on ground 
dincludinr:; brood movements .  
5 ,  but released on ground 7.  
per 1. J hours chained (Fig. 1 ) .  lliring 197l� a.11 chainable land 
within 1 • .3 lo.n from each capture site (da,1cing grounds 5 and 9 )  
(799 ha ) was · dragged in 53 hours providing one nest per 78 ha per 
4 ° . ' . d (Fi 2 '  • .., nours cnaine - g . J •  Some o f  the area ,::as incapable of being 
chained be cau se of rocky-outcroppingn ,  wooded draus , and private 
lando1mers refusal of permission for access.  
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Fig . 1 .  Dispersal of hens from dancing grounds to nest 
sites , 1973 . 
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Appendix F. Individual Brood Movement 
Observations of 44 broods were made in 1973 and 49 in the 
summer of 1974. Fourteen of the 93 broods sighted were incidental 
observations during early morning brood runs, flushed while 
monitoring transmittered birds, and located on evening brood counts. 
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Eleven hens with transmitters were monitored for movement to a 
variety of cover situations. Brood mobility is limited immediately 
after hatching (Artmann 1970, Christenson 1970) ,  and broods could often 
be found near their nest site. However , amount of cover adjacent to 
the nest site played an important role in determining distance that 
broods moved. Artmann (1970) found that brood mobility increa�ed at 
4-6 weeks of age. 
Hen with Channel 8-73 was instrumented 15 April 197.3 , and 
successfully hatched all 10 eggs on 13 June. The initial two days of 
brood movement and activity were within 18J rn of the nest site in a 
regrowth vegetated area in Pasture 7 (Fig. 1). On 15 June the brood 
moved O.h km east into pasture 16, where regrowth vegetation lay 
adjacent to a woody draw, and remained there four days. Hen and brood 
were flushed 21 June approximately 0.6 km east of nest site along a 
grassy drainage surrounded by clay buttes. For the next three days, 
the brood used. this grassy drainage for roosting and feeding . Radio 
contact with the hen was lost on 24 June. 
Nest J was found by cable-chain drag on 8 June 1973. Five da�·s 
later the hen was captured and instrwnented as Channel lc-?J. Nine of  
93 
LO eggs hatched 29 June. The next day she was flushed 151 m west of 
the nest site into regrowth vegetation (Fig. 1). The hen moved her 
jrood 0.4 km southwest on J July into 5Weetclover-smooth brome pasture 
10 that was mowed and baled one week later. Five hours later the same 
iay, the brood was found 0.8 km west of the nest site utilizing re­
growth vegetated pasture 13 consisting of r.weetclover, smooth brome, 
alfalfa, needle and thread grass, and bluegrama. Brood movements on 
� and 5 July were within tr.is regrowth vegetated pasture. The brood 
roosted along the edge of the woody draw and moved into the grassy 
lplands during morning hours for feeding. They dusted and loafed in 
tall, thick grass interspersed wit.� wolfberry, �ti.ld rose, and 
buffaloberry during the afternoon. In the evenings the brood fed 
again in the grassy uplands. The hen and brood moYed to a hardwood 
iraw 2. 1 km northwest of the nest site in the sane pasture on 10-11 
July whe� contact was lost. 
Female on Channel 10-73 successfully hatched all lJ eggs. The 
brood spent the first three days within 0.4 km of the nest site, 
located in the native grass unit of the Fairfield coll!I!!on pasture 
(pasture 5 )  (Fig. 2). The habitat consisted of a shallow lowland draw 
containing Kentucky bluegrass and sedges interspersed with clumps of 
wolfberry . On the fourth day (17 June) the brood moved east 
approximately O .h  km and utilized the slopes of a native grass-brushy 
draw emb�nkrnent. '!he brood followed this brushy draw four days, 
roosted anrl fed on the grassy slopes and escaped the heat in the 
woody areas . On 24 June th.is ferr.ale trav�led 0 . 8  km south of the 
nest site into another woody draw and used this area intensively 
until contact was lost after 65 days . 
Female channel lla-?J hatched all 12 eggs on June 13 , then moved 
approxireately 0.4  km west-southwest of the nest and used the brushy 
woody slope of a draw in pai:;ture 6 for the next two days ( Fig.  J ) .  
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On 15 June the female moved her brood 0. 3 kM east into a crested 
wheatgrass pasture adjacent to a wooded draw in pasture 4. The brood 
could be found roosting on [rassy hillr;ides sloping towards the draw, 
but spent most of the day feeding and loafing in crested wheatgras� .  
Three day::; later , the brood was flushed 0 .4  kM west in  the crested 
wheatgrass pasture. This was its c"enter of activity until the hen was 
killed by an avian predator on 21 June.  
On 23  June channel 12c-7J (reinstrumented from channel 5a-7J ) 
hatched 3 of 14 eggs frol'l a nest located in unmowed , ungrazed tame 
grass (pasture 9 ) .  She immediately moved the brood 160 m into the 
crested wheatgrass  unit of the Fairfield coIT"JTlon pasture (pasture 5 )  
( Fig .  l/. ) .  On the second day after hatching , the hen moved her brood 
back into pasture 9 .  The brood remained in this area until 23 June 
when signal contact was lost with the hen after 64 days of r.onitoring . 
�Test J was located by the cable-chain drag on 11 June 1974. 
Eiehteen days later the female was captured on the nest and instruzr.ented 
with channel lOa-74.  Nine of 12 eggs hatched on J July and the hen 
with the brood was found adjacent to a wooded draw within pasture 3 
( Fig . 5 ) . The brood utilized a regrowth ve?,etated area �djacent to a 
woody draw the next three days. Een and brood fed and rested in 
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the upland �ra sslands in the norning and evenings. The brood sought 
shelter from the mid-day heat in woody cover. On ? July the brood 
moved south along the west side of the woody draw utilizing the · 
native-grass eAbankment. Two days later the hen and brood were flushed 
on the ear.t r.ide of the draw ·in heavy woody cover, consisting mostly of 
wolfberry and buffaloberry. The brood remained in this area almost 
two days utilizing the woody species interspersed with dense native 
grasses. On the afternoon of 10 July the hen led her brood to the 
northwest corner of the pasture and utilized a dense patch of bru�hy 
vegetation on the upland for about a week. 'l'!le transmitter si;nal 
usually indicated the brood to be in grasslands, but the her. led her 
'o!'ood int� the brushy cover oefore flushi ng. On 17 July the fe!'!ale was 
found dead. 3:ie uas killed by an unknown predator at the bottom of the 
wooded draw. The transmitter was still working !:mt the brood was not 
�een. 
Female channel J-74 hatched 9 of 11 eggs on her second nesting 
atterr.pt. The hen was flushed approximately 83 m southwest of the nest 
·:e;ite in pasture 5 (Fig. •S ). For the next two days the hen and brood 
were observed utilizing the native grasses along the edge of a brushy 
draw, where they roosted, fed, and rested. Although the brood was 
never seen in the woody vegetation, the young were never more than 70 m 
from wood:r cover. Cn 1'3  July and for the 2 following days , the hen was 
fluc.hed wild over 180 11: from the nest site. The hen no longer dis­
:rlayed broodir:c behavior and the brood was never observed. Last radio 
cont:ict �·rith the hen w:rn rr.:tde on 2? J11ly. 
The hen from nest E was captured and transmitter-equipped with 
channel 5p-74 on 18 -l[gne. Two days later the hen hatched 13 of 14 
eggs. Monitoring of the hen showed that the brood was in native 
vegetation 20 m south of the nest site in pasture 5 (Fig. 6 ). For 
the next two days the brood was on the uplands in native vegetation 
interspersed with light brushy cover within 25 m of the nest. On 22 
June the brood was flushed 320 m southeast of the nest site. '!he 
brood remained in the brassy uplands for three days feeding in light, 
grazed cover and moving into heavier grassy cover to roost. Signal 
contact with channel 5p-74 was lost on 25 June. Thirty-six days later 
on 31 July the signal was heard northeast of the nest site and the hen 
was dead of an unknown predator. 
Transmitter channel 12b-74 was fitted on the female from nest F on 
18 June. The next day 13 of 15 eggs were found hatched. The brood was 
ir.T.'!ediatcly tracked and flushed approximately 25 m south of the nest 
site in tame grass pasture 9 (Fig. 7). The brood remained in this 
taMe grass pasture for several days. Intensive use was made of the 
grassy uplands for roosting, feeding and resting. On 20 June the hen 
moved the brood into native pasture O directly west of the nest 
location. A shallow . drainage passed through this pasture containing 
mostly Kentucky bluegrass interspersed with sparse amount of wolf­
berry. The brood was seen throughout the day in the bluegrass area. 
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For 9 days the brood mov�d only 15 m within this bluegrass-wolfberry 
drainage. gowever, on JO June the hen moved her brood into the north­
east corner of pa::;ture J .  The next day the brood was flushed in crested 
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wheatgrass pasture 4 and was followed back into pasture J. The brood 
remained in pasture 3 for 10 days and roosted and fed on the grassy 
U?land. They used the upland woody cover for shelter during mid-day. 
The telemetry segment of the study was terminated on 15 July with the 
hen and brood still in pasture J.  
On 10 Jane 1971+, the female from nest C was captured using a 
long-handled net. Tram:r.!i. tter with channel 12a-7LL was attached and 
;.he was pla ced back on the nest. T'ne following day all 18 egg:=; in the 
clutch hatched. Tb.e brood was flushed 25 re north of the nest in native 
vegetation in pa�ture 5 (Fig. B ) .  The hen moved her brood 0.4 km 
north-�ortheast of nest �ite on lh June to tall native cover at the 
base of a rocky �moll. They utilized this grassy upland cover for 
several days before Moving 1. 21 km northeast of nest site to a shallow 
drainage area containing mostly Kentucky bluegrass and sedges ;  no 
woody cover was present. The brood was consistentl:r flushed fron this 
shallow drain&ge for the next two days. On 19 June the hen was found 
dead in the bottom of thi;. drainage fro:m a small caliber wound. The 
transmi. tter was still operating. The chicks were not seen. l'ovement 
of the hen and b:::-ood wa� confined to �asture 5 .  
Feir.ale channel 1� _7l.J. wa;, captured on ground 5 and i::istrunented on 
?!.'. A · 1  pr1 • 
pasture 4. 
On -:'7 r':iy the hen wa!1 found nesting in cre::;ted ·h·heatgrass 
Twenty-one dayr: l:?. ter all 11.i. eggn in the clutch hatched. 
The follm·rin -, d11:1r the hen and !)rood were o!::>:1erved l?f.!. kr.i. southeast of the 
r.est dte in crei'lted whe�tgrans (Fig. 9 ). The ne:�t !".arr.in; the brood 
wa:,; flu!":hed from bluegra�s-wolfberry r1i.xture on the U?L1nd;; in pasture 
O. The brood wa:=i followed into �asture !1, and located in the crested 
wheatgrass 0.4 km southeast of the nest site. For the ne.xt three days 
the hen and brood were consir.tently observed using the crested wheat­
grass . The brood roosted and fed in the crested wheatgrass. From 
mid-day to evening the brood used woody cover for shelter from the 
heat. On 18 June the hen began moving her brood east. The routine 
of feeding and roosting in the crested. wheatgrP..ss and e::;caping the 
r,,id-day heat by sheltering woody cover was maintained throughout the 
movereent. On 25 June the hen was found dead of unknown predator south 
of nest site. The transr.rl.tter was world.ng . None of the brood was 
seen. The brood had confined its !'!ovement to pasture 4 except for 
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Appendix G. Nesting Chronology 
The peak of the nesting season generally occurred in early N'a.y 
(Fig . l ) . Ne sting dates . were determined by ba ck-dating 1. 2 days for 
ever:r egg from the time the nests were di scovered. With favorable 
weat!'!er condition s during 1973 and 1974 , the peak ne sting period was 
109 
from l i·�ay to 12 !tay and nesting occurred as early as the fourth week 
in April. 
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Fig . 1 Nes ting chronology of sharptails on Gorham s tudy arc�o , 1967-1974 . 
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The number of eggs found in 46 sharptail nests ran[ed from 9-18 
for co��leted clutches , averaging 13 (Table 1 ) . Two renests averaged 
11. 5  eggs per nest.  Clutch size was similar as reported in Utah 
(Hart et al. 1950 ) ,  ?·�nnesota (Artmann 1970 ) , and Saskatchewan (Pepper 
1972 ) .  
Sixty percent of the nests observed i n  1973-?ll. hatched. If' at 
least one egg i n  the clutch hatched , the nest was con::;idered succes!'!­
ful. No real difference occurred between adult nesting success and 
jui:el"ile ,  60  r,ercent cor11pared to 53 percent . :·lallestad (1974 ) 
stuc:,yins sage �rou:::e in central I·�ontana found adults more succen ,;ful 
t11a� :tear lings in bringing off a :>:-ood. 3er11-l-ioft (1969 ) had an overall 
nesting s1J.ccens of J8 percent for hens on the Gorham area. Overall 
ne�tin::_: intccesr, during 1969-70 on the sarr.e area �·,as 46 percent 
( Chri sten::::on 1970) .  Overall hatchins succes:; for 1973 was 9 1.l  pe:::-cent ;  
9 0  �ercent in 1974. Only one known adult hen successfully nented in 
1973. Juvenile hatc.J-iing success in 1973 was 86 percent. Adult and 
juvePile hatching success  in 1074 showed no real difference , 9e ?ercent 
compared to 93 percent. Overall hatching success was 90 percent. 
Twenty-three percent of the sharptail net1ts located were destroyed 
by ?redation , primarily by skunk::: (probably Heohi ti:l meohi ti:::: ) . Only 
bro hen� rcnested . Christenson (1970 ) found predation to play an 
i�rort:tr:t r0le in lirni tinr; "harpta.il reproduction 01:; the Gorha� area. 
D1rin,: hi:-: :iti.td�y ;;even hem: re1�estcd . Only 1 of 5 ner.ts locP.ted in 
a l-3..nnesota :;tudy (Artnann 1970)  was destroyed before hatchine • .  
Pepper (1972 ) found that predation accounted for 9 of Y.,- nests. 
3e!'lt (19J?) re?orted that sharptail:; are easy prey to coyotes 
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(Canis latrans) while displaying in the spring. In contrast Symington 
and Harper (1957) concluded that the greatest predation on sharp­
tailed grouse was on the nests by co:r.rnon crows (Corvus brachyrhynchos) , 
skur,J<:�, :iiagpies (Pica SP?• ), and ground squirrels (Soerriophilus spp. ). 
The residual material in the r:est bowl weighed frol'l 16-96 g, 
averasing 51 g. !fost of the lining ,-:a:; dead plant r.iaterial with sol'le 
feathers interspersed. The nests averaged 18 cm across, 16 cm wide 
and 5 cm dee?• This is sirr�lar to nests observed by Bent (19)2 ). 
P.e:iests had less rer-idual vegetation lining the nest bowl. Th.ere was 
no noticeable relationr.hip between nest litter and average visual 
obstruction reading for the pasture. 
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Table , ... .  
Female 
A-7l}a 
3-?;
! a 
c-711,a 
D-7'i'a 
�-71., :i 
F-?ta 
'�-'7.' • .1. .. ' 
r ·1' , ., :- , · 
I-?1 , ::i. 
J-71 •.,'l 
Ch. J-?!1 
Continued. 
�lumber 
of eggs 
16 
] R. 
l :;  
10 
ll� 
15 
11 
lit 
l? 
l? 
10 
Ch. J-7"- (rcnent )ll 
Ch).!.-711, V1-
Ch. '7-7h 11 
Ch. 11-71.; .3 
Fate of 
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Hatched 
Hatched 
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i:Iatched 
!fatched 
Hatched 
Egg predation 
Hatched 
Eatcherl 
Egrr predation 
Abandoned 
a Ne:;ts found by cable-chain drag. 
Ue:;t dir.ien:;ion ' Cl'!L Nest r.ulch 
Length \·lid th Depth Inte · collected Weight (g) 
15 15 5 6-19 ·74 35 23 ?.0 5 6-l8-7l� 65 
20 18 5 6-17-7l� 47 
15 15 5 f:-20-711, tJ 
18 18 5 6-19-?li, 47 
18 13 ,'1 0-19-?h 52 
18 13 5 6-13-?h �., .'), . .  
11:3 13 5 G-15-71/. 52 
1.5 15 5 
?O 15 J 7-30-7/i 32 
13 15 5 fi-19-71: 38 
18 15 I' :J /,-19-71� li,O 
?.O 15 5 C-19-7l� 25 
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Appendix I. Hatching Chronology 
The peak hatch occurred the week of 9 to 15 June in 1967-68 and 
1973-74 (Fig. 2 ). A distinct constant peak occurred in 1969-70 from 
the 9 June to 29 June period. This was the only segment in which data 
suggested the possibility that important renesting may have occurred. 
Several authors including Ha.merstrom (1939), Ammann (1957), and Bl.us 
and Walker (1966 ) indicated that sha.rptails do not renest persistently. 
?·:ore !'ecently Christenson (1970) found considerable renesting and 
noted that renesting attempts were more successful than first attempts. 
Brown (1967 ) also found sharptails to be persistent renesters, and one 
instru�ented hen renested twice . Pepper (1972) indicated that 
significant renesting may have occurred in one of the three years of 
his sharptail study in Saskatchewan. Sharptails in Slope County, 
tforth Dakota were found to have the greatest hatch in 1 to 7 June 
(Bach and Stuart 1941). l�o st sharptail nests hatched two weeks later, 
12 to 20 June, in Nelson and Bottineau Counties. However, in a later 
study, Bach (194J) found the week of greatest hatch in Bottineau 
County, North Dakota, to be the same as that for the Gorham area. 
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Fig . 2 .  Hatching chronology of sharptail  chicks on Gorham 
study area , 1 9 6 7-1 9 7 4 . 
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AppendiX J. Yearly nested analysis of variance, testing vegetation 
height between pastures and range sites within pastures. 
Wl 
Source 
Pasture 
Range site 
Error 
Source 
Pasture 
Range site 
Error 
**Significant at P (o. 01 level . 
DF 
13 
27 
10014 
DF 
18 
1 
5948 
Mean squares 
9582.608 
6671.647** 
55.446 
}!ean squares 
53908. 2.35** 
957. 029 ** 
168. 227 
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Appendix K. Factorial analysis of variance for vegetation height in 
pastures, range sites and their interaction by months, 1973. 
¥..a.y 
Source DF Mean squares 
Pasture 1 504.434** 
Range site 2 56).)20** 
Range site x pasture 2 253. 707**  
Error 1008 35. 318 
June 
Source DF Mean squares 
Pastures 3 772.318** 
Range sites 3 Li.244. OJ6 ** 
Range sites x pastures 4 169. 704** 
Error 2162 27. 046 
July 
Source DF Mean squares 
Pastures 6 1370. 266** 
Range site 3 7531.524** 
Range site x pastures 10 7769.368** 
Error 41,55 105.357 
August 
Source DF Mean squares 
Pastures 5 969. 788** 
Range site 2 86J6. 298** 
Range site x pastures 7 14Jl.619** 
Error 5770 71.921 
October 
Source DF Nean squares 
Pastures 1 J08. Jl5* 
Ranee site 1 924. 288** 
Error 381 49.526 
*3ignificant at p(o. 05 level. 
**Significant at P(0. 01 level . 
k::.r endix. L.  Location of shar;:,-tailed r·rouse nests to dancing 
g-�;unds , woody vegetation , and fences , - 1073-74. 
Pasture 
rr.inber 
1 
3 
5 
7 
10 
JO 
31 
Grouirn 
nests 
1 
· 6  
8 
4 
7 
l 
1 
J 
2 
2 
1 
2 
l 
Distance 
Distance to nearest 
kno't-.'11 dancing­a fround {km) 
I\foan Ranrre 
to woody 
ve::i:eta tion (m) 
Vean Rane:e 
22 
0. 50 O. JD-0. 75 54 ll-100 
o. 35 o. ?.0-0. 40 35 9-100 
.3-7.3 
1 . 20 1 . 01-1 . 29 L}3 5-100 
1 .  38 0.42-2. 02 21 0-100 
:) 
c) 
0. 90 0. 79-1. 01 74 23-100 
0. 35 7-100 
70-100 
0.79 100 
11 :5-16 
J 
Distance to 
fence {m) 
!·�ean Ranp:e 
100 
84 J-100 
73 18-100 
61 21-100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
84 69-100 
100 
54 7-100 
aNote a?pendix F for di spersal distar.ce on transnittered hens. 
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Appendix ��. Research Suggestions 
Further research work on the sharp-tailed grouse should compare 
co7er used by nestinG and brooding hens to cover found in grasslands 
under different management systems. Special effort should be made to 
analyze and evaluate those pasturer. under rotational grazing, 
especially deferred and rested. 
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Perhaps the best method to eYalua.te grazing systems is an attempt 
to find a plant species or comm.inity within the various pastures that 
is an indicator of good grouse nesting and brooding habitat and to 
measure these pastures for the indicator plant species when pasture 
management systems change (changes in number of livestock, season of 
grazing and/or rotation system). 
The study area should be cover Mapped, outlining and identifying 
areas of grouse nesting and brooding habitat within different pasture 
management systems. 
The rolling-grassland range-site within native and crested 
wheatgrass vegetated pastures should be fenced. Using this control 
system cattle could graze these areas under varying stocld.ng rates and 
grazing periods. The vegetation could be continuously measured. The 
observer could evaluate which grazing system left the greatest 
vegetation quantity for use as sharptail habitat. 
?'ore data are needed to correlate VOR to weight of clipped 
vegetation. This would then provide a quick technique for the range 
scientist in e�timating forage production to deter:nine stocking rates 
and f'or the wildJ.ife biolor.i..st i11 er:til>!t".ltinr� coYer height to 
detercine habitat availability :for r.hnrp-tailed grouse. 
il.2.3 
